
Note: These are not minutes. What follows is the output of automated 

transcription from an audio/video recording from Zoom. Although the 

transcription is fairly accurate, in some cases it is incomplete or 

inaccurate due to inaudible passages or transcription errors, and in some 

cases, words spoken by one participant may be inaccurately attributed to 

another. It is posted as an aid to understanding the proceedings at the 

meeting, but should not be treated as an authoritative record.  If you 

should need clarification on something said and cannot hear it, please 

contact the village clerk. 

 

1 

00:00:32.160 --> 00:00:32.670 

Village of Parish: bye. 

 

2 

00:00:37.830 --> 00:00:42.990 

Village of Parish: bye nation under God indivisible with liberty and 

justice for all. 

 

3 

00:00:46.830 --> 00:00:48.240 

Village of Parish: Right well companies. 

 

4 

00:00:50.100 --> 00:00:50.520 

Village of Parish: Will. 

 

5 

00:00:52.230 --> 00:00:54.360 

Village of Parish: be working together. 

 

6 

00:00:57.000 --> 00:00:57.750 

Village of Parish: Your purpose. 

 

7 

00:01:00.840 --> 00:01:01.920 

Village of Parish: Okay we've got. 

 

8 

00:01:03.120 --> 00:01:05.010 

Village of Parish: Our monthly meeting minutes from. 

 

9 

00:01:08.880 --> 00:01:15.270 

Village of Parish: The only thing that I saw on there was that we had the 

meeting in the building. 

 

10 

00:01:19.800 --> 00:01:26.250 

Village of Parish: We didn't have the meeting, and you know here for that 

class and they'll resist guys invited you don't leave. 

 

11 



00:01:28.260 --> 00:01:32.910 

Village of Parish: The building is classified okay well, that was the 

first time I ever saw the village. 

 

12 

00:01:35.220 --> 00:01:35.670 

Village of Parish: You. 

 

13 

00:01:39.510 --> 00:01:42.600 

Village of Parish: Know let's be more observant today. 

 

14 

00:01:44.400 --> 00:01:47.940 

Village of Parish: anyways I I make emotionally accepted. 

 

15 

00:01:55.350 --> 00:01:55.800 

Village of Parish: Right. 

 

16 

00:01:57.450 --> 00:02:05.670 

Village of Parish: Communications anything that's been received, I 

forwarded to you and then we'll address some of those items as we go 

through the meeting. 

 

17 

00:02:08.130 --> 00:02:21.420 

Village of Parish: legislator holtz isn't with a sewer plant can thank 

you oh before we go any town times, the only one on zoom so far Okay, 

because Steve was going to join us. 

 

18 

00:02:22.470 --> 00:02:24.150 

Village of Parish: You may come in later alright can. 

 

19 

00:02:25.980 --> 00:02:26.340 

Village of Parish: Okay. 

 

20 

00:02:29.580 --> 00:02:43.740 

Village of Parish: So we got issues with I, and I wish we went out tablet 

with us, I think you drop by for a little while on Neil yeah and there 

are there are a couple, especially that one. 

 

21 

00:02:45.390 --> 00:02:50.310 

Village of Parish: We looked at, we need to cover on there yeah I did not 

going to cover on it, yet okay. 

 

22 

00:02:51.330 --> 00:03:01.530 



Village of Parish: we're talking about that tonight so okay right because 

we got to bring it up yeah so we found six areas that we feel we may 

have. 

 

23 

00:03:03.240 --> 00:03:17.850 

Village of Parish: Low coming in through the manhole when it rains the 

biggest one is probably the one across from what's the name of that new 

place that's that's that's fix was it the school, no, no, no, I did okay 

right Okay, then there's. 

 

24 

00:03:18.990 --> 00:03:27.420 

Village of Parish: A question or this one in the margin there swampy and 

there may be another one in the Marsh but none of us had on our hip 

waders and really. 

 

25 

00:03:27.870 --> 00:03:39.780 

Village of Parish: Like going into there, but certainly that that one 

that we were at it was after the the large storm and it was pretty high, 

you can see that had probably gone up in. 

 

26 

00:03:40.260 --> 00:03:50.670 

Village of Parish: A couple of trees down there you see where the 

watermark ones, and if you look at the if you look straight across it was 

definitely higher than the manhole so we have. 

 

27 

00:03:51.270 --> 00:04:02.730 

Village of Parish: We give me a whole liners, there are about $125 apiece 

stiff plastic you put you put them in the manhole you put the CAP back on 

top of it and it stops water from getting in. 

 

28 

00:04:03.270 --> 00:04:11.820 

Village of Parish: And i've got some goes inside it goes inside oh I 

probably else I don't know goes inside the cover goes right on top and 

holds it down. 

 

29 

00:04:12.870 --> 00:04:26.250 

Village of Parish: And so we see about we identified about six areas 

where we think we could use that so like I said about $125 apiece so 7600 

and almost. 

 

30 

00:04:27.300 --> 00:04:34.650 

Village of Parish: feels under the live, then it just yeah just goes 

underneath the lead it's nothing you don't have to do anything other than 

pick the lit up put it on put the lid back down. 

 

31 



00:04:35.160 --> 00:04:42.390 

Village of Parish: staring at it stops stops the flow, so I would suggest 

the village purchase six to those and we'll put them in. 

 

32 

00:04:42.900 --> 00:04:53.940 

Village of Parish: And I think I actually have since on the shelf at the 

warehouse because you know they're plastic their plans they're easy, but 

I make a motion we do that, yes, we need to have that. 

 

33 

00:04:54.510 --> 00:05:04.950 

Village of Parish: possibility to solve that problem yeah so we'll get 

that and we'll put those in those six that were identified and hopefully 

that'll give us a little relief, because, as you can see. 

 

34 

00:05:05.880 --> 00:05:14.310 

Village of Parish: We we had in one day 370,000 gallons of the plan well 

during one one event that one event in July, it was either. 

 

35 

00:05:15.570 --> 00:05:16.650 

Village of Parish: i'm sorry August. 

 

36 

00:05:19.020 --> 00:05:20.370 

Village of Parish: Right so. 

 

37 

00:05:21.480 --> 00:05:34.710 

Village of Parish: So that's a pretty you know significant amount of 

water from what you're used to doing really we usually don't dry weather 

close to about 23,000 gallons a day and then for 375. 

 

38 

00:05:36.390 --> 00:05:45.390 

Village of Parish: Your plate doesn't like it so and when you get that 

that much water you can't hold the salads and so, then we end up every 

single salads violations. 

 

39 

00:05:46.470 --> 00:05:49.440 

Village of Parish: um there were no call us the month of August. 

 

40 

00:05:52.110 --> 00:06:01.200 

Village of Parish: Then one of the other things we're doing and will 

probably send some stuff the stuff for next budget, the next budget that 

this will work done that, within the next budget. 

 

41 

00:06:01.980 --> 00:06:12.750 



Village of Parish: So um, you know as we grow the company some of the 

things as you get larger you've got start really paying more attention to 

seek the safety standards in the ocean all of that good stuff. 

 

42 

00:06:13.230 --> 00:06:23.910 

Village of Parish: So I now have on staff, a safety expert and so we're 

starting to safety audits and he's going around all the facilities and so 

then they'll be an audit. 

 

43 

00:06:24.330 --> 00:06:30.450 

Village of Parish: And then, with that audit will come suggestions for 

things that the the should be put into the plant or change the planter. 

 

44 

00:06:31.290 --> 00:06:39.150 

Village of Parish: Whatever it is so Is that why you know that from the 

fire department so put in security cameras and stuff yeah stuff like 

that. 

 

45 

00:06:39.630 --> 00:06:49.890 

Village of Parish: So so he'll be making recommendations and then we'll 

be bringing those recommendations to the board, and then you know if 

we've got the money great if not both we've got it, we can face it into 

budgets in the future. 

 

46 

00:06:52.680 --> 00:06:59.790 

Village of Parish: and part of that, as you can just see where our SDS 

folder cleaned up and up to date for our safety audit so. 

 

47 

00:07:01.770 --> 00:07:08.760 

Village of Parish: part of what we have to do is any chemical or anything 

that's outside we've got to make sure that we've got all up to date 

safety data sheets and all that good stuff and so. 

 

48 

00:07:08.970 --> 00:07:16.080 

Village of Parish: he's gone through pretty much on a quarterly basis of 

all the plants, making sure that everything is up to snuff but it's 

always been kept up to date. 

 

49 

00:07:17.460 --> 00:07:18.900 

Village of Parish: not as good as it should have been. 

 

50 

00:07:21.240 --> 00:07:26.850 

Village of Parish: it's one of those things when you're operating a plan 

to the awkward is you know, every time you get new chemical. 

 



51 

00:07:29.640 --> 00:07:40.530 

Village of Parish: paperwork ready for work, and you know, have been as 

good as they should have been so he said he will be full time employee 

that's his job go around all of our plans, making sure all that's getting 

that. 

 

52 

00:07:42.300 --> 00:07:46.710 

Village of Parish: see what did some work on the Left station this month 

i'm not exactly sure what of times there you fill us in. 

 

53 

00:07:48.030 --> 00:07:51.420 

Village of Parish: We did prepare the skin arm drive with new input 

nucleus oil on it. 

 

54 

00:07:53.640 --> 00:08:03.450 

Village of Parish: yeah oh yeah Okay, so why don't we so you, you told me 

when we were down Oh, I might have told you what we've done at the plant 

yes. 

 

55 

00:08:04.860 --> 00:08:08.550 

Village of Parish: We you know the brighter pump at 59 like every street. 

 

56 

00:08:10.080 --> 00:08:12.330 

Village of Parish: And then everything else pretty much what we do all 

the time. 

 

57 

00:08:13.410 --> 00:08:17.610 

Village of Parish: So you think that quick education out there with your 

guys's little field trip. 

 

58 

00:08:18.690 --> 00:08:24.960 

Village of Parish: Actually, he did, and then you know that's The other 

thing is now my my industrial for treatment. 

 

59 

00:08:26.130 --> 00:08:38.790 

Village of Parish: person, it was on vacation he's back from vacation and 

then i'm going to work for him to see if we can get into the school 

school and the cyber free spirits yeah. 

 

60 

00:08:39.960 --> 00:08:45.480 

Village of Parish: i'm going to let him take the lead on that because 

he's very, very good at it, you. 

 

61 



00:08:47.070 --> 00:08:58.800 

Village of Parish: Know jaan jaan jaan mcgrath who is he does IPP program 

he's my he's my guy that does all of our additional pretreatment OK OK 

work, his way in there. 

 

62 

00:08:59.370 --> 00:09:10.260 

Village of Parish: He knows what to say Okay, because it goes our time 

with the board, no, no, no, no, but Tom Tom Tom what with us and popped 

up in the manholes and all that stuff and he's learned a lot. 

 

63 

00:09:10.950 --> 00:09:20.700 

Village of Parish: that's good it was good for him to be there and see 

what's happening here, you said it's six six manholes that you're getting 

lives for now how many do we have. 

 

64 

00:09:21.240 --> 00:09:32.700 

Village of Parish: A lot more there's a lot more so, these are the six 

that are most concerned yeah we identified and we're out there popping 

lives with Tom we're like Okay, the six others seem to be okay at the 

present time. 

 

65 

00:09:33.480 --> 00:09:40.260 

Village of Parish: We only got through a small second so with those were 

the ones that we will we talked about we figure out where the hottest 

spots. 

 

66 

00:09:40.770 --> 00:09:50.790 

Village of Parish: So let's start there and see what we get and and then 

we'll we'll keep going on and we'll just you know, keep working it and 

see if we find that the others okay right. 

 

67 

00:09:52.110 --> 00:09:57.150 

Village of Parish: we're supposed to be going on for my analysis, I think 

it is very, very paved over. 

 

68 

00:09:58.500 --> 00:09:59.130 

Village of Parish: The questions. 

 

69 

00:10:00.540 --> 00:10:02.700 

Village of Parish: Did that gets sorted out with see where it's. 

 

70 

00:10:04.290 --> 00:10:05.100 

Village of Parish: Just we didn't get. 

 

71 



00:10:06.180 --> 00:10:08.310 

Village of Parish: The invoices, so I called path. 

 

72 

00:10:08.370 --> 00:10:09.390 

13155323188: And okay. 

 

73 

00:10:13.050 --> 00:10:15.450 

Village of Parish: just keep standing still not. 

 

74 

00:10:15.570 --> 00:10:16.800 

13155323188: Total that we know but. 

 

75 

00:10:17.040 --> 00:10:18.660 

Village of Parish: I never got you ever got the original. 

 

76 

00:10:25.950 --> 00:10:26.580 

Village of Parish: Did you ever. 

 

77 

00:10:31.470 --> 00:10:31.830 

Village of Parish: See. 

 

78 

00:10:32.190 --> 00:10:41.400 

Tom Bullard: The word actually when she were contacted me I explained to 

them that there's no don't don't ask me for the billing send it right to 

apple. 

 

79 

00:10:41.670 --> 00:10:43.500 

Village of Parish: Okay you're not gonna sound check. 

 

80 

00:10:45.750 --> 00:10:47.070 

Tom Bullard: I did, but a bounce. 

 

81 

00:10:51.660 --> 00:10:58.920 

Village of Parish: You get a copy of the letter that we've sent out I 

did, yes, I made the corrections and tried to stress. 

 

82 

00:10:59.970 --> 00:11:01.980 

Village of Parish: You talk to the engineer. 

 

83 

00:11:03.480 --> 00:11:14.850 



Village of Parish: You know whether or not we're going to fix that other 

tank we're still waiting on I don't know where, if you heard from Ian at 

all if USD has made an offer, yet. 

 

84 

00:11:16.740 --> 00:11:27.240 

Village of Parish: So we're waiting waiting on them yeah he thought when 

we when we get together the end of last month when we get to get to the 

end of August 23. 

 

85 

00:11:27.660 --> 00:11:38.010 

Village of Parish: That would be a couple of weeks and we hear something 

so hopefully before the end of September we'll hear from some of the usda 

if they're well i'm afraid that Allah was really crash, and then we got. 

 

86 

00:11:39.990 --> 00:11:40.590 

Village of Parish: them. 

 

87 

00:11:41.610 --> 00:11:42.180 

Village of Parish: it's pretty. 

 

88 

00:11:42.210 --> 00:11:49.350 

Village of Parish: crashed already why no one's crash yeah yeah well, so 

we would only bubble crashed and we're really good trouble yeah. 

 

89 

00:11:51.000 --> 00:11:55.530 

Village of Parish: yeah so So hopefully by the end of the month last 

something from usda. 

 

90 

00:11:56.730 --> 00:11:59.430 

Village of Parish: They sent me a request this information, oh did that. 

 

91 

00:12:01.590 --> 00:12:09.300 

Village of Parish: Right 22 budget, which I have sent me a copy of the 24 

month add which I have sent to her all right and i'll be sharing with 

you. 

 

92 

00:12:10.380 --> 00:12:12.270 

13155323188: Well that's good that means. 

 

93 

00:12:12.300 --> 00:12:15.240 

Village of Parish: they're working on it, yes okay she's done some 

calculations. 

 

94 



00:12:15.480 --> 00:12:17.100 

13155323188: present them to the board because. 

 

95 

00:12:18.330 --> 00:12:33.930 

Village of Parish: She wants us to do work out to come to a decision or 

how much mileage out put into this stuff other than our aarp allocations 

and specific funding we brother already set up and it didn't marry for 

municipal solutions get in touch with you now. 

 

96 

00:12:35.100 --> 00:12:40.830 

Village of Parish: I thought Okay, I called her and she's going to do 

some homework and change some things up, I hadn't heard back so you've 

talked to. 

 

97 

00:12:41.850 --> 00:12:55.110 

Village of Parish: I talked to him or herself and she was going to do a 

couple of look at a couple more things she wanted to understand woven the 

projects and stuff so I went through that with her so she should be 

getting back with you okay good. 

 

98 

00:12:56.250 --> 00:13:09.900 

Village of Parish: And we're allowed to put this whole lump sum into this 

project, so the the thing, she said to me don't you want to make sure 

we're clear on we can't spend, we can reimburse. 

 

99 

00:13:10.320 --> 00:13:28.410 

Village of Parish: We can only spend new money, so I said Okay, so we can 

clear i'm not clear on that we can't we can't be for anything we've 

already done, but we can anything new, we need, we can go ahead and put 

effective date as of the time this money came out or when do we start 

this record of. 

 

100 

00:13:29.520 --> 00:13:44.460 

Village of Parish: Okay, that I see when you when the money came out okay 

yeah so we can so we get we got the money August 1 anything from August 1 

was okay yeah anything after I think before can be applied okay yeah that 

sounds. 

 

101 

00:13:45.600 --> 00:13:46.020 

Village of Parish: Wonderful. 

 

102 

00:13:48.150 --> 00:13:51.180 

Village of Parish: But, but we do have that one report that's got to be 

done. 

 

103 



00:13:52.590 --> 00:14:05.790 

Village of Parish: And I asked her if she'd be able to put that together 

for it she's just do that won't be a problem, so reach out to you alright 

That report was for us to report, we have to, we have to put in a since 

we haven't used any of the money that. 

 

104 

00:14:05.880 --> 00:14:11.490 

Village of Parish: that's up and running okay yeah just the one that by 

October 31 yeah. 

 

105 

00:14:15.570 --> 00:14:16.200 

Village of Parish: weeks away. 

 

106 

00:14:20.280 --> 00:14:28.980 

Village of Parish: Okay, any other questions concerns i'm just gonna put 

on my to do list is just bless her again tomorrow, just to make sure she 

stays. 

 

107 

00:14:30.810 --> 00:14:33.630 

Village of Parish: OK, I will make a repo. 

 

108 

00:14:34.890 --> 00:14:40.410 

Village of Parish: Except tom's report, I mean can report mining towns 

report yeah your. 

 

109 

00:14:41.460 --> 00:14:42.180 

Village of Parish: panel second. 

 

110 

00:14:43.230 --> 00:14:43.740 

Village of Parish: area. 

 

111 

00:14:47.880 --> 00:14:48.990 

Village of Parish: Where we didn't have a second. 

 

112 

00:14:52.650 --> 00:14:58.050 

Village of Parish: Payment to that those we definitely need, because that 

would that the person in the first one look like. 

 

113 

00:14:59.430 --> 00:15:07.170 

Village of Parish: There was make one to also we're talking about it, we 

might want a biggie small trench from there over to the. 

 

114 

00:15:08.760 --> 00:15:09.660 



Village of Parish: swamp dare to. 

 

115 

00:15:10.950 --> 00:15:17.730 

Village of Parish: dream there I don't know who owns that we get the 

right away right yeah I mean you should be able to get in there and. 

 

116 

00:15:18.750 --> 00:15:30.420 

Village of Parish: And I mean because accounting can help you dig a 

little trench so it yeah well this back it's good to go in there isn't 

there a lot of water out behind inducements and along the school. 

 

117 

00:15:31.440 --> 00:15:34.650 

Village of Parish: Air behind the fear part got kind of a swampy area. 

 

118 

00:15:36.300 --> 00:15:38.220 

Village of Parish: that's right a bad side of the rule yeah. 

 

119 

00:15:39.840 --> 00:15:45.150 

Village of Parish: But, but that that area to has another manhole that we 

were going to align also. 

 

120 

00:15:46.260 --> 00:15:46.890 

Village of Parish: Okay yeah. 

 

121 

00:15:52.890 --> 00:15:57.150 

Village of Parish: All right now codes officer, I will read you my 

monthly reports. 

 

122 

00:15:58.230 --> 00:16:07.860 

Village of Parish: during the month of August 2021 five new building 

permits issued one building inspections were performed 14 building 

permits were closed, though. 

 

123 

00:16:08.460 --> 00:16:22.260 

Village of Parish: One building permit was extended one DEMO permit was 

issued to new violations were issued into violations were corrupted 

August station, the two manufactured home parks their licenses in their 

payments. 

 

124 

00:16:22.770 --> 00:16:24.420 

13155323188: whales reinspected bass lake. 

 

125 

00:16:24.420 --> 00:16:26.130 



Village of Parish: resorts credit all. 

 

126 

00:16:26.160 --> 00:16:27.840 

13155323188: Their fire safety violations. 

 

127 

00:16:28.560 --> 00:16:47.220 

Village of Parish: The town and village monthly meetings were intended in 

August, as well as the planning board meeting the revenues for the month 

of August worth building permits $696 and 60 cents zoning permits $720 

for a total of $1,416. 

 

128 

00:16:47.490 --> 00:16:53.010 

Village of Parish: And 60 cents and I traveled to 72.9 miles in the month 

of August. 

 

129 

00:16:55.380 --> 00:16:56.220 

Village of Parish: As my report. 

 

130 

00:16:57.390 --> 00:16:58.170 

Village of Parish: Any questions. 

 

131 

00:17:10.140 --> 00:17:16.230 

Village of Parish: who's demoing anybody in the village or town, this one 

was. 

 

132 

00:17:24.690 --> 00:17:27.240 

Village of Parish: freestyle canfield road okay. 

 

133 

00:17:32.280 --> 00:17:32.760 

Village of Parish: Okay. 

 

134 

00:17:36.750 --> 00:17:37.500 

Village of Parish: All right, good. 

 

135 

00:17:38.700 --> 00:17:38.970 

Village of Parish: night. 

 

136 

00:17:40.050 --> 00:17:40.560 

Village of Parish: Take care. 

 

137 

00:17:43.350 --> 00:17:43.800 

Village of Parish: All right. 



 

138 

00:18:02.220 --> 00:18:03.090 

Village of Parish: Because I was. 

 

139 

00:18:04.110 --> 00:18:04.950 

Village of Parish: recently. 

 

140 

00:18:06.120 --> 00:18:11.670 

Village of Parish: Recently, have the opportunity to get some giveaway 

friends on the State fair. 

 

141 

00:18:13.080 --> 00:18:15.420 

Village of Parish: And I was gonna drop down the fire department. 

 

142 

00:18:18.840 --> 00:18:21.090 

Village of Parish: I can tell you in just a minute who else has come and. 

 

143 

00:18:25.380 --> 00:18:27.000 

Village of Parish: gone through the gauntlet there. 

 

144 

00:18:29.700 --> 00:18:38.430 

Village of Parish: started as an additional people, although I don't know 

it's really identify them what is it Michael just as Michael I don't 

know. 

 

145 

00:18:40.020 --> 00:18:47.160 

Village of Parish: And the other one is a parish a phone number which 

could be Steve but again said anything yet. 

 

146 

00:18:48.990 --> 00:18:50.640 

Village of Parish: It make more yes. 

 

147 

00:18:51.150 --> 00:18:55.500 

Village of Parish: Stephen do they're all good I still get the. 

 

148 

00:18:55.740 --> 00:18:57.960 

Stephen Ganetis: Internet link to work, so I just called in my phone. 

 

149 

00:18:58.560 --> 00:18:59.310 

Stephen Ganetis: All right, good. 

 

150 



00:19:01.890 --> 00:19:06.120 

Village of Parish: luck, my report tonight, as you probably heard the 

governor signed legislation. 

 

151 

00:19:06.120 --> 00:19:11.430 

Village of Parish: Which reestablish the municipalities adultery during 

the pandemic municipal meetings via zoom. 

 

152 

00:19:12.300 --> 00:19:19.620 

Village of Parish: Unlike the previous establishing have this ability 

pursuant to executive orders which for inventory, I need is smooth and 

established by State law. 

 

153 

00:19:19.950 --> 00:19:30.570 

Village of Parish: And it runs through January 15 and I would just sit in 

Albany they'll be taking up the subject on a more permanent solution that 

they have at least a longer term solution than doing it several weeks, at 

a time as. 

 

154 

00:19:31.020 --> 00:19:34.500 

Village of Parish: They had been doing previously under the state of 

emergency and executive works. 

 

155 

00:19:35.880 --> 00:19:46.860 

Village of Parish: there's been no changing the status of the local 

government conference for 2022 in establishing rotation on that are still 

giving options and we're basing that on the feedback from the survey 

about the conference. 

 

156 

00:19:47.970 --> 00:19:49.170 

Village of Parish: who participated in that. 

 

157 

00:19:50.370 --> 00:20:01.050 

Village of Parish: The Commission will have its annual dinner on Thursday 

October 14 so starting at 530 until waterline all part of $45 per person 

with a cash bar and pre registration is required. 

 

158 

00:20:01.470 --> 00:20:15.090 

Village of Parish: And I have excavation station or anybody who might be 

interested in attending it went out to the I think the mayor and the 

Clerk and probably some other people, maybe longer term and so on, but 

anybody who's interested, we can i'm pretty sure we'll be able to 

accommodate. 

 

159 

00:20:17.190 --> 00:20:21.000 



Village of Parish: So i've got copies of the invitation, excuse me if you 

have any. 

 

160 

00:20:22.920 --> 00:20:30.750 

Village of Parish: Last month we were talking about the status of the 

battery backup units on build computers I don't think the mayor's has one 

and I thought this point. 

 

161 

00:20:31.380 --> 00:20:41.400 

Village of Parish: Probably good to evaluate the other computers in the 

village, to see if they have them and how old they are and they're still 

working and we checked out one the village Christian Peter today and. 

 

162 

00:20:42.570 --> 00:20:46.800 

Village of Parish: They told me that one of our does go on it doesn't 

last for long, so it probably needs to have your face. 

 

163 

00:20:48.630 --> 00:20:53.730 

Village of Parish: And I checked the ups on kevin's computer as well and 

that one should be replaced as well. 

 

164 

00:20:55.140 --> 00:21:02.700 

Village of Parish: The only other one that I don't know about is you want 

to be wastewater treatment plant I seem to recall it when I set up the 

computer replacements their last time. 

 

165 

00:21:03.240 --> 00:21:11.670 

Village of Parish: They are only connected to a power strip not to a 

battery backup so I want to verify that before I ordered them one but i'm 

going to guess you probably need one for for them as well. 

 

166 

00:21:12.150 --> 00:21:22.680 

Village of Parish: And those costs under dollars per unit and should last 

several years there may be shipping out that that I, my research that 

late enough that I didn't get an answer back on that yet. 

 

167 

00:21:23.310 --> 00:21:33.750 

Village of Parish: But that's about what we're talking about and we still 

has to get one additional ones i'm campaigning for the lunch search 

computer so for that we already have, if you go back. 

 

168 

00:21:35.640 --> 00:21:43.890 

Village of Parish: Oh yeah yeah little webcams like these here they're 

not terribly expensive want to mention that that is still pending orders. 

 



169 

00:21:46.950 --> 00:22:05.640 

Village of Parish: The color laser multifunction printers so on for them 

Eric first she's in service, right now, because he's connected to an 

older monochrome laser copier printer fax machine, but we did want to 

upgrade or when the newer unit is available on the list for that. 

 

170 

00:22:06.810 --> 00:22:08.040 

Village of Parish: Oh, I guess i'd like you to. 

 

171 

00:22:09.180 --> 00:22:12.660 

Village of Parish: Consider approving he going ahead ordering a. 

 

172 

00:22:13.890 --> 00:22:14.490 

Village of Parish: Battery backup. 

 

173 

00:22:16.020 --> 00:22:18.000 

Village of Parish: I make a motion that we order. 

 

174 

00:22:19.860 --> 00:22:22.920 

Village of Parish: Before I will say for ya know second. 

 

175 

00:22:25.800 --> 00:22:27.030 

Village of Parish: favorite man i'm sure. 

 

176 

00:22:28.860 --> 00:22:38.820 

Village of Parish: And then the last thing I had was, in addition to our 

team website updates with things like minutes and posting the drink 

meeting recording some songs that are on the village website. 

 

177 

00:22:39.510 --> 00:22:49.290 

Village of Parish: At the villages request I posted several items had to 

do with proper disposal items that would harm the wastewater treatment 

system, and I have already got some comments here tonight on how graphic 

it was. 

 

178 

00:22:51.060 --> 00:22:56.040 

Village of Parish: And then information about the reason coven 

vaccination clinic because when when. 

 

179 

00:22:59.340 --> 00:23:00.060 

Village of Parish: that's all I. 

 

180 



00:23:01.560 --> 00:23:14.730 

Village of Parish: have successful with it, I heard they had a good crowd 

there, I was up yeah i'll be in town board meeting last night and one of 

the kind of legislators was their reporting on that apparently they had a 

good pretty good. 

 

181 

00:23:15.990 --> 00:23:23.250 

Village of Parish: So we just wash out was again they were given the 

visor shop okay. 

 

182 

00:23:24.630 --> 00:23:36.060 

Village of Parish: Well, I guess what they did, which was kind of 

interesting is everybody shot last night immediately made a follow up 

appointment for their their second child also the beginning in 

williamstown so. 

 

183 

00:23:38.100 --> 00:23:45.090 

Village of Parish: Well then, I make emotionally except both report, you 

want to ask them a couple classes per week we're looking to get. 

 

184 

00:23:46.260 --> 00:23:48.900 

Village of Parish: More that everyone is offering more grant money. 

 

185 

00:23:50.190 --> 00:23:52.290 

Village of Parish: To do anything like that, for us, and. 

 

186 

00:23:53.790 --> 00:23:57.570 

Village of Parish: we're looking to maybe upgrade or get some repairs 

done to the gym. 

 

187 

00:23:58.860 --> 00:24:12.450 

Village of Parish: Well, is where you're interested that we can certainly 

talk to you and we don't know any possibilities just knowing that you 

want to do that, yes, every night he's just on the outlook for when 

they're saying long they were they were to. 

 

188 

00:24:13.650 --> 00:24:15.360 

Village of Parish: Someone email me and say well. 

 

189 

00:24:17.310 --> 00:24:20.790 

Village of Parish: They got they got big money down and one of the towns 

and i'm talking to Tony. 

 

190 

00:24:21.420 --> 00:24:32.640 



Village of Parish: for something else, now has a paper on that on grants 

preparedness that you might be interested in taking a look at I can get 

you a copy of that Okay, but the big thing there is if you're going after 

grants. 

 

191 

00:24:33.600 --> 00:24:42.570 

Village of Parish: there's a couple key elements, one is where you get 

money from the second element is where you plan on doing with the money 

and how much is it going to cost because. 

 

192 

00:24:42.990 --> 00:24:50.490 

Village of Parish: You can you know I don't know how many times i've been 

to a meeting in the Community accountability says well we're interested 

in grants and I asked him. 

 

193 

00:24:51.150 --> 00:24:59.370 

Village of Parish: What do you have in mind and do whatever we can get 

the money for that's too vague, to be very helpful you really have to 

have an idea. 

 

194 

00:24:59.730 --> 00:25:04.470 

Village of Parish: What do you want to do with granted we're going to get 

it and how much we're going to cost because we got. 

 

195 

00:25:05.010 --> 00:25:10.170 

Village of Parish: Somebody might say, well we've got grant money, but 

you need to know how much it has to work. 

 

196 

00:25:10.440 --> 00:25:20.670 

Village of Parish: And know whether the you're asking lines up with what 

it is they're ready to do, believe it or not, sometimes you might say, 

well, we need $10,000 to improve the gym. 

 

197 

00:25:21.030 --> 00:25:30.270 

Village of Parish: And they'd say well we're looking to give out $50,000 

we're not interested in doing $10,000 grants different programs have 

different eligibility targets so. 

 

198 

00:25:30.660 --> 00:25:38.490 

Village of Parish: You really want to have an idea in advance on the 

opportunity, how much you're talking about because the sad thing is. 

 

199 

00:25:39.030 --> 00:25:45.000 



Village of Parish: A lot of grass and trees when they're announced 

there's a fairly short window between when you hear about it when you get 

your application. 

 

200 

00:25:45.450 --> 00:25:52.890 

Village of Parish: And if you don't already know all those things it's 

probably too late for him for that you might get into it you're from out 

there is a year from now, but. 

 

201 

00:25:53.370 --> 00:26:02.250 

Village of Parish: You won't make that grant cycle, they announced 

tomorrow for moving from village gem you'd really be scrambling to try to 

get an education and how do we. 

 

202 

00:26:02.730 --> 00:26:18.600 

Village of Parish: find what it would cost to do the gym you would have 

to give you need an estimate first before we make an application, I do 

need to develop estimates in it and it might be something that in some 

cases, you might need to pay for studies or painter Okay, sir. 

 

203 

00:26:19.980 --> 00:26:26.730 

Village of Parish: hey for engineers I don't know exactly what it is 

you're looking for me and maybe paying for engineers to do a reporter. 

 

204 

00:26:28.140 --> 00:26:39.120 

Village of Parish: Another another tried and true is, if you haven't had 

you what you're looking to do it's always a good idea to be in touch with 

your state legislators, or something and Senator. 

 

205 

00:26:39.600 --> 00:26:49.440 

Village of Parish: Let them know what your needs are, and this is a good 

time of year to be mentioned in that so then because before long they're 

going to be working on the next fiscal year budget. 

 

206 

00:26:50.490 --> 00:26:51.000 

Village of Parish: So that. 

 

207 

00:26:52.530 --> 00:27:01.620 

Village of Parish: starts on April 1 but while before that, and the 

governor is putting out her budget in January and before she puts it out 

in January. 

 

208 

00:27:02.250 --> 00:27:12.540 



Village of Parish: you've got things feeding into it from you know 

September, October November, so this is really a good time to renew your 

discussions and even if you've asked before and didn't get it. 

 

209 

00:27:13.350 --> 00:27:22.050 

Village of Parish: It doesn't hurt to ask again because it keeps you 

current in their mind that maybe they weren't able to help you last year 

or the year before that, but. 

 

210 

00:27:22.380 --> 00:27:34.440 

Village of Parish: This year, might be different any circumstances 

whatever so it would probably would be a good idea files needs put some 

price tags to them if you can and get in touch with your state 

legislators. 

 

211 

00:27:36.420 --> 00:27:37.890 

Village of Parish: Thank you. 

 

212 

00:27:40.200 --> 00:27:41.550 

Village of Parish: Alright motion that way. 

 

213 

00:27:45.990 --> 00:27:46.530 

Village of Parish: Right. 

 

214 

00:27:49.350 --> 00:27:54.090 

Village of Parish: Kevin did you want to interject something here, are 

you ready for me, I can do that now. 

 

215 

00:27:57.960 --> 00:28:08.220 

Village of Parish: listings a minor housekeeping the I very seldom asked 

for this at this time of year but i'm not because it's a concern is just 

he Murphy and her. 

 

216 

00:28:09.540 --> 00:28:29.310 

Village of Parish: Up to saratoga springs there was not enough money and 

trustee contractual to curry expensive that build is only 135 left her 

bills 389 so i'm asking permission to move $389 from our contingency fund 

a 1994 up to the trustee contract with 1010 for. 

 

217 

00:28:31.470 --> 00:28:33.570 

Village of Parish: emotion emotion that we do there. 

 

218 

00:28:36.930 --> 00:28:39.000 

Village of Parish: A second yeah Thank you. 



 

219 

00:28:40.620 --> 00:28:45.900 

Village of Parish: The second get written for them out, but then all of 

this in your journal entry in the car but. 

 

220 

00:28:46.500 --> 00:28:54.870 

Village of Parish: It won't hit the account until I download and share 

with me in October for the month of September Okay, thank you for that 

and we don't very often. 

 

221 

00:28:55.380 --> 00:29:07.710 

Village of Parish: Have that problem and know nikon has she has to be big 

dollars know that even don't just use the first time first time attendee 

struggle with shoved over there yeah which is fine. 

 

222 

00:29:09.240 --> 00:29:11.190 

Village of Parish: Okay, and as I alluded to, when I was. 

 

223 

00:29:12.480 --> 00:29:25.770 

Village of Parish: Ken was having discussion i've been in or USD or 

district title usda rv out and marcy is when sending me email things. 

 

224 

00:29:26.790 --> 00:29:32.040 

Village of Parish: And I responded to my like I was like I was here last 

month I responded to one, and she fired back at. 

 

225 

00:29:35.370 --> 00:29:39.840 

Village of Parish: The pace that i'm showing up front, so it says Cobra 

yes it is. 

 

226 

00:29:41.430 --> 00:29:51.570 

Village of Parish: My question was can we use our funds for the project, 

he said he ever can she's got down there are amounts of Irish I have 

subsequently recycler engine indicated. 

 

227 

00:29:52.050 --> 00:30:13.740 

Village of Parish: I have subsequently responded to this page by sending 

her the general and sewer budgets which I had saved on my computer as a 

PDF and I had also sent her a copy of a PDF copy of the 2024 he ending 

2021 a huge deep so she got that stuff no response back from her yet so. 

 

228 

00:30:15.360 --> 00:30:27.480 



Village of Parish: I also informed that receive the additional allocation 

of 89 total allocation of 170 808 of which we have already received or at 

904 sorry indicate that to her so, then the next. 

 

229 

00:30:29.220 --> 00:30:40.590 

Village of Parish: But, as you can see, this responses, based on my 

response to her of the July 31 balance sheet she requested so as you can 

see she's doing her calculation and. 

 

230 

00:30:42.540 --> 00:30:46.770 

Village of Parish: You had correspondence in July or did you get an 

August 31. 

 

231 

00:30:49.980 --> 00:30:51.960 

Village of Parish: I sent her stuff in. 

 

232 

00:30:53.160 --> 00:31:02.280 

Village of Parish: July okay we're actually all August Okay, because she 

was asking for the July balance sheet, which would not have been a jelly 

generating so August. 

 

233 

00:31:05.160 --> 00:31:05.580 

Village of Parish: i'm. 

 

234 

00:31:06.630 --> 00:31:10.920 

Village of Parish: Going Okay, so, as you can see she's doing her 

calculations. 

 

235 

00:31:12.060 --> 00:31:14.550 

Village of Parish: The point that I wanted to bring up to you. 

 

236 

00:31:15.900 --> 00:31:20.430 

Village of Parish: People ladies included I use guys, but I decided not 

to use it so. 

 

237 

00:31:21.930 --> 00:31:23.370 

Village of Parish: Ladies and kneeling. 

 

238 

00:31:29.400 --> 00:31:38.460 

Village of Parish: For the she's she's concerned, we have excess cash 

which doesn't like to keep that access, keeping in our bank account, 

however. 

 

239 



00:31:40.170 --> 00:31:53.820 

Village of Parish: She jumped down to her like maybe one or two they were 

sent out for us a bomb your page, I will need a letter from the village 

that details what those are many funds in the sewer and general funds 

will be used for otherwise those funds will need to put in the project. 

 

240 

00:31:54.840 --> 00:31:56.610 

Village of Parish: So that would be up to you guys. 

 

241 

00:31:58.140 --> 00:32:11.460 

Village of Parish: To decide how much you want to put into this project 

from your excess cash because I don't want to I don't want to strip us 

down to where we're just relying on right, yes, you were coming in and 

Texas coming in don't worry right. 

 

242 

00:32:12.510 --> 00:32:20.310 

Village of Parish: So, have we do have some of the allocated a little 

right right, but we can actually this discussion you guys just had. 

 

243 

00:32:21.840 --> 00:32:26.100 

Village of Parish: kind of gives some of the answer that can put in that 

letter, now the good part is. 

 

244 

00:32:27.420 --> 00:32:37.620 

Village of Parish: Here we go, this is the first time i've got to see it, 

I am not the town supervisors response but However, I did cover 

comptroller's office I got an answer this afternoon. 

 

245 

00:32:38.700 --> 00:32:42.570 

Village of Parish: definite answer, maybe, yes, no yes i'm. 

 

246 

00:32:44.220 --> 00:32:49.680 

Village of Parish: The way that returned my call this is probably about 

430 So when I was, I saw the numbers, I was expecting a call. 

 

247 

00:32:51.600 --> 00:33:04.140 

Village of Parish: I asked her describe the situation, she said, is the 

sewer the same tax base as the ability to go yes it's the village, we 

have those fun goes general village sewer. 

 

248 

00:33:04.590 --> 00:33:15.000 

Village of Parish: She said, is the same tax, but she said yes, she said, 

as I said, there was always my understanding that general fund could not 

be used to deal with the sewer. 

 



249 

00:33:15.630 --> 00:33:21.180 

Village of Parish: We used to do that at one time, because as soon as 

always short of money that Mr would have to refund a general before the 

fiscal year. 

 

250 

00:33:22.350 --> 00:33:28.290 

Village of Parish: And then we got into where we are now we're in things 

going on one fiscal year living on right well um. 

 

251 

00:33:28.860 --> 00:33:39.840 

Village of Parish: She said because it's the same text based in this 

situation, yes, you can use your general funds to put towards a project 

so. 

 

252 

00:33:40.710 --> 00:33:55.170 

Village of Parish: That is part of the board's decision, how much they 

want to take from general fund quick towards this project, commerce, they 

want to take out of the sewer i'll say savings and sorrow at this 

project, in addition to our arc of funds and the funding, we had already 

set up for him. 

 

253 

00:33:57.030 --> 00:33:58.080 

Village of Parish: I think that's going to. 

 

254 

00:33:59.190 --> 00:34:02.430 

Village of Parish: be based on what you think. 

 

255 

00:34:04.560 --> 00:34:15.960 

Village of Parish: and be comfortable with taking money out right without 

hurting us to right okay right, I think you are recommend what you think. 

 

256 

00:34:16.860 --> 00:34:31.290 

Village of Parish: Is it coming from general yes into the sewer yeah 

typically towards this project and we already have some in the store, 

they can be applied toward that project right and we don't want to 

deplete that account either. 

 

257 

00:34:33.120 --> 00:34:36.270 

Village of Parish: The sewer savings that would be going to help because 

that's where our. 

 

258 

00:34:36.690 --> 00:34:51.720 

Village of Parish: inbound service go to sin collect interest and I 

transferred quarter we to take a month ago, so like Neil said, we 



probably, we need a wise recommendation from you in order to base our 

decisions on I mean we could say go. 

 

259 

00:34:52.740 --> 00:35:07.980 

Village of Parish: Otherwise, so probably numbers from you as to what 

sounds good, and makes it feasible for us to still function and yet so 

put some into there now, the more we put in does that affects. 

 

260 

00:35:08.610 --> 00:35:25.320 

Village of Parish: The decision from these other companies are the 

angles, that are going to be giving us grants correct, I mean it the 

better we, the more we put in the book Yes, this is this is for a grant 

not hip not a long, not a cpt va right. 

 

261 

00:35:26.340 --> 00:35:26.670 

This is. 

 

262 

00:35:27.960 --> 00:35:30.390 

Village of Parish: That was my question, this is for a grant. 

 

263 

00:35:31.410 --> 00:35:38.850 

Village of Parish: I think that we're looking at, but we can apply it 

anywhere whatever is recommended to okay um. 

 

264 

00:35:40.110 --> 00:35:43.560 

Village of Parish: So this cup so again now, my answer back is going to 

be. 

 

265 

00:35:44.640 --> 00:35:50.640 

Village of Parish: kind of what can discuss with the sewer so Okay, I 

know we're rehabbing stuff at the plane okay. 

 

266 

00:35:50.940 --> 00:36:00.090 

Village of Parish: Is there something else out in the i'll say the field, 

the man bowls of the grander pump stations, the big pump stations that we 

should be using some of the or heck even. 

 

267 

00:36:00.930 --> 00:36:06.870 

Village of Parish: We even God forbid at that one of those transmission 

pipes and he was out and you have to replace it. 

 

268 

00:36:07.800 --> 00:36:15.330 



Village of Parish: Now we want that to happen yeah well that's what we 

that's what we need, we need to tell her now whether we're saving X 

number of thousands for. 

 

269 

00:36:15.840 --> 00:36:30.090 

Village of Parish: anticipated okay emergency, such as this is that's 

where you come in and tell us that this is what we need, what you would 

be a wise decision to keep this much in reserve so that leaves this much, 

and yet we can put toward this. 

 

270 

00:36:30.810 --> 00:36:34.020 

Village of Parish: I could have done the same ideas from thinking is very 

good, prior to the general. 

 

271 

00:36:35.370 --> 00:36:39.480 

Village of Parish: right there anything you know that we need to improve. 

 

272 

00:36:40.680 --> 00:36:44.940 

Village of Parish: We do has building yeah we do have capital improvement 

set aside. 

 

273 

00:36:46.620 --> 00:36:47.130 

Village of Parish: A general. 

 

274 

00:36:48.330 --> 00:36:48.690 

Village of Parish: thing on. 

 

275 

00:36:56.220 --> 00:37:02.610 

Village of Parish: yeah Okay, that would be an anticipated use a rat race 

replacing existing doorways to make it more efficient door right. 

 

276 

00:37:06.450 --> 00:37:09.570 

Village of Parish: Well, no, they have those to we had some stuff put 

aside. 

 

277 

00:37:11.670 --> 00:37:17.640 

Village of Parish: Here we have a future Community infrastructure upgrade 

on the general fund that's infrastructure upgrade for. 

 

278 

00:37:18.600 --> 00:37:31.470 

Village of Parish: sissies you had to replace sidewalks I don't quit 

sidewalks in along Main Street, to make it more beautiful I don't know 

that would be something yeah because otherwise she's not she's well she's 

already count that as a negative that she can't touch oh good good. 



 

279 

00:37:33.660 --> 00:37:34.350 

Village of Parish: Already you. 

 

280 

00:37:36.210 --> 00:37:47.610 

Village of Parish: Get stuff like that now, and like replacing the main 

doorway because I was getting arrested away yeah anyway so that's the 

purpose, we need to save X number of thousands, for that, for the door 

shine right. 

 

281 

00:37:49.080 --> 00:38:03.210 

Village of Parish: boys replacing the are we upgrading boilers are we are 

upgrading heating system or an AC do we have to pay anything more for the 

records manager and probably right, yes, no maybe maybe it's I don't 

think we paid put the electrical. 

 

282 

00:38:06.090 --> 00:38:08.250 

Village of Parish: director overhead. 

 

283 

00:38:10.560 --> 00:38:17.520 

Village of Parish: Okay, so we need to finish paying off our records 

management room, we need to put in the doorway and so those are things if 

you're going to cover lives and hey. 

 

284 

00:38:17.760 --> 00:38:26.490 

Village of Parish: We need to have we are allocating X number of 

thousands for these purposes and holding X number thousands for any 

emergencies building. 

 

285 

00:38:28.500 --> 00:38:33.360 

Village of Parish: dissipated issues and concerns yeah yeah because I 

really don't want to strip us down. 

 

286 

00:38:34.620 --> 00:38:39.000 

Village of Parish: I think that's what she's looking at their Wer were 

just forced to live on. 

 

287 

00:38:40.020 --> 00:38:41.460 

Village of Parish: On it yeah. 

 

288 

00:38:42.630 --> 00:38:47.730 

Village of Parish: that's not a good idea, no, no, he also wants, she 

must. 

 



289 

00:38:49.050 --> 00:38:56.130 

Village of Parish: Take she also trying to see if you're doing the books, 

I mean if you do have this stuff is put aside, you know. 

 

290 

00:38:57.180 --> 00:38:57.690 

Village of Parish: Oh yeah no. 

 

291 

00:38:59.130 --> 00:39:00.660 

Village of Parish: longer need it, we can yeah. 

 

292 

00:39:01.710 --> 00:39:13.980 

Village of Parish: We I think we have roughly 10 fiscal years worth of 

savings which has not raised any serious competition come here is 

questioning from the conference office yet. 

 

293 

00:39:14.970 --> 00:39:21.720 

Village of Parish: On previously so where will the money come forward and 

on it yeah outside on it that's the audit reserve. 

 

294 

00:39:22.290 --> 00:39:32.700 

Village of Parish: reserve Okay, can we go to the second step separate 

bank okay okay good to see that was why such a you know okay okay all 

right, so I guess back to my court. 

 

295 

00:39:33.510 --> 00:39:42.150 

Village of Parish: In the balls market maker recommend make 

recommendations and then we know better, how to move ahead you very much 

Kevin unless you give me some other answer yeah. 

 

296 

00:39:43.650 --> 00:39:46.950 

Village of Parish: yeah much she gives you different instructions for. 

 

297 

00:39:48.000 --> 00:39:50.430 

Village of Parish: Your attention, thank you very good Thank you. 

 

298 

00:39:53.190 --> 00:40:04.170 

Village of Parish: All right, well done ad was filed a request an 

extension, because the csv people federal level. 

 

299 

00:40:05.370 --> 00:40:19.020 

Village of Parish: made a report reporting change requirements so if you 

look if anybody's to look at the tna fun in the Annual Report they're 

going to see see rose, because the gas be gsb people. 



 

300 

00:40:20.250 --> 00:40:21.570 

Village of Parish: want to report it out of. 

 

301 

00:40:23.100 --> 00:40:32.550 

Village of Parish: Your governmental lines so we've been at this for our 

general fund so I had to balance they wanted it has to be reported on the 

liabilities column in the. 

 

302 

00:40:33.030 --> 00:40:44.250 

Village of Parish: General funds or under a specific code, so I had to 

balance it off there and says so, and that's why it's not a T amp a 

section on the report if you are okay. 

 

303 

00:40:45.300 --> 00:40:51.960 

Village of Parish: But can report was filed what i've been I put my 

safety, I did it for my own legal notice going door. 

 

304 

00:40:53.610 --> 00:41:03.660 

Village of Parish: So we have been fine now what happens down the road 

months a year we apply for maybe cdb for sidewalks. 

 

305 

00:41:04.320 --> 00:41:13.260 

Village of Parish: Okay that's a separate got this that won't impact any 

of although workings and thinking and procedure what we're doing here it. 

 

306 

00:41:13.770 --> 00:41:24.540 

Village of Parish: It shouldn't because, like I said the village has had 

to prior CD big one, with the second round for our grammar pump station 

or the main the main pump station and some work at the plant. 

 

307 

00:41:25.500 --> 00:41:31.860 

Village of Parish: And we had another CD DVD for reuse of the previous 

what is now via services building the previous elementary school. 

 

308 

00:41:33.030 --> 00:41:37.500 

Village of Parish: The way that works, the CBD is you pay your bills up 

front now actually. 

 

309 

00:41:39.150 --> 00:41:52.440 

Village of Parish: Those get approved get paid trustees signs off on 

paperwork paperwork it's set up the CDC and charge people and they send 

you money back down so when we get it that's the one who can blueprint 

for. 



 

310 

00:41:54.600 --> 00:42:05.040 

Village of Parish: you're paying you're paying your bills for that and 

then sending up your stuff to see to ghire and they send the money back 

down yeah but I thought it was funny it's always a delay, I have a group 

and you use. 

 

311 

00:42:05.550 --> 00:42:13.950 

Village of Parish: A black and they said it wasn't the hell that CBD is 

always a few eight inbound revenue coming back at you to pay the bills. 

 

312 

00:42:15.660 --> 00:42:30.360 

Village of Parish: You have the ability to gather mark designed form you 

send them up the chain chain sums back down with some money, then you can 

pay the bills it's always like doing process, but I don't think that 

would impact I don't think that would affect. 

 

313 

00:42:32.670 --> 00:42:39.750 

Village of Parish: If you get an interview with later for sidewalks 

that's funny people's problems they are not problems that would be on 

them what they would. 

 

314 

00:42:41.790 --> 00:42:42.450 

Village of Parish: We don't know whether. 

 

315 

00:42:43.470 --> 00:42:49.500 

Village of Parish: I was just thinking about can we get water my time 

with get this roadworks, then we might as well get the sidewalks and then 

worry about it later. 

 

316 

00:42:50.040 --> 00:43:00.780 

Village of Parish: I mean we waited how long to get sidewalks pending on 

these other things and it's not happening so and, probably, by the time 

they CBD agreed do it we've kind of get them okay in the water, so. 

 

317 

00:43:02.550 --> 00:43:16.440 

Village of Parish: You know, to happen down the road and I did I also on 

these are my family thought it sounded very good piece of information I 

got from the conference office, it says that are they conference off the 

car if you go to the. 

 

318 

00:43:18.390 --> 00:43:19.590 

Village of Parish: festival rl. 

 

319 



00:43:20.970 --> 00:43:23.010 

Village of Parish: are saying they're ready and different name for. 

 

320 

00:43:27.060 --> 00:43:27.600 

Village of Parish: My history. 

 

321 

00:43:28.740 --> 00:43:29.100 

Village of Parish: or. 

 

322 

00:43:30.720 --> 00:43:38.760 

Village of Parish: They can be traced in interest bearing account, 

however, you do not have to report that he was do the Treasury 

Department. 

 

323 

00:43:40.080 --> 00:43:48.270 

Village of Parish: As if you would have to do it for something else, so I 

know you had a discussion, so it was going to put another anger will show 

me in writing. 

 

324 

00:43:49.500 --> 00:43:54.870 

Village of Parish: So I did find it in kind of writing from a conference 

office under a headline of something else. 

 

325 

00:43:57.090 --> 00:43:58.890 

Village of Parish: They can be pretty interesting accounts. 

 

326 

00:44:00.600 --> 00:44:02.580 

Village of Parish: Are for funds to a new account. 

 

327 

00:44:03.840 --> 00:44:05.010 

Village of Parish: Hopefully, he came out of it. 

 

328 

00:44:06.990 --> 00:44:10.230 

Village of Parish: So thank you for all that work and input. 

 

329 

00:44:12.480 --> 00:44:22.560 

Village of Parish: Alright, continuing our info unfinished business 

keeping building I don't think received any information from little rock 

yet and we know that it's kind of going down. 

 

330 

00:44:25.020 --> 00:44:26.670 

Village of Parish: So we can anticipate this. 

 



331 

00:44:28.050 --> 00:44:48.690 

Village of Parish: coming in, even if we had numbers, we could be 

thinking about be good all right, our water project and our agreement, Mr 

can add us if we made any headway there we get a quote from the town, 

which is good out, so we can progress with that. 

 

332 

00:44:52.230 --> 00:44:57.870 

Stephen Ganetis: Yes, we should be able to progress at this point with 

moving forward with the warrior project we have him on record. 

 

333 

00:44:58.380 --> 00:45:14.100 

Stephen Ganetis: agreeing that we can move forward also spoke spoke to Mr 

Russell yesterday, who is feeling a lot better, thankfully, and he 

mentioned up once again his opinion is that the water project is dead and 

that there's nothing stopping us from moving forward again. 

 

334 

00:45:14.220 --> 00:45:15.330 

Village of Parish: sounds encouraging. 

 

335 

00:45:15.960 --> 00:45:16.320 

So. 

 

336 

00:45:18.060 --> 00:45:28.230 

Stephen Ganetis: I think we have enough to go forward let's do that in 

the meantime I might get a little informal thing from Mr can and just 

releasing us from all liabilities or something like that. 

 

337 

00:45:28.530 --> 00:45:38.520 

Stephen Ganetis: But it does we've got enough that if we were to go to 

court for them, saying that we've destroyed water district one we have so 

much evidence that I would they would not be a problem. 

 

338 

00:45:39.120 --> 00:45:53.820 

Stephen Ganetis: So, again it's not everything I want, but it is close 

with all how long and teeth point, this was this is by far the we have 

enough, we have enough i'm happy to give my rubber stamp and go ahead 

okay. 

 

339 

00:45:54.330 --> 00:45:55.230 

Village of Parish: Very good, thank you. 

 

340 

00:45:56.370 --> 00:45:58.770 

Stephen Ganetis: My pleasure pass that on to Ian. 

 



341 

00:45:58.770 --> 00:46:00.870 

Village of Parish: So he knows where we're at with that as well. 

 

342 

00:46:02.490 --> 00:46:03.120 

Village of Parish: All right. 

 

343 

00:46:05.460 --> 00:46:09.060 

Village of Parish: Now i'm or alarm security system, those. 

 

344 

00:46:09.390 --> 00:46:11.220 

Village of Parish: Copies were sent to the board members. 

 

345 

00:46:12.300 --> 00:46:18.900 

Village of Parish: All right, we've got three pricing is here, one from 

watertown more here, it says. 

 

346 

00:46:21.030 --> 00:46:28.410 

Village of Parish: deck communications only complex and pride or priority 

connections and. 

 

347 

00:46:29.790 --> 00:46:32.400 

Village of Parish: Other significant difference in pricing. 

 

348 

00:46:34.110 --> 00:46:37.020 

Village of Parish: Right screen monitor ups power supply. 

 

349 

00:46:38.460 --> 00:46:51.540 

Village of Parish: Honeywell control panel keyboard buttons monitoring 35 

per month $35 per month, I think that was almost similar to what we had 

said, with the $36 per month. 

 

350 

00:46:52.710 --> 00:46:53.220 

Village of Parish: So. 

 

351 

00:46:56.310 --> 00:47:00.600 

Village of Parish: Sorry, to do the intercom bother for the backend 

transfer over $99. 

 

352 

00:47:03.090 --> 00:47:04.140 

Village of Parish: back you don't hurt. 

 

353 



00:47:08.430 --> 00:47:10.950 

Village of Parish: Around the other, to make entrance 199. 

 

354 

00:47:13.710 --> 00:47:22.560 

Village of Parish: Right, the only reason I say that you know, the other 

day, when I went out there, I was like well right because it's our group, 

you know. 

 

355 

00:47:23.730 --> 00:47:27.390 

Village of Parish: Nobody ever takes care of it when it's way slippery. 

 

356 

00:47:28.980 --> 00:47:33.840 

Village of Parish: Less we use it, it is no back there isn't yes, yes, 

being okay. 

 

357 

00:47:35.250 --> 00:47:44.100 

Village of Parish: With the steps himself yeah for real because a green 

green stuff Are they in safe order. 

 

358 

00:47:45.450 --> 00:47:49.650 

Village of Parish: Safe okay just must over when masa and because. 

 

359 

00:47:53.580 --> 00:48:01.140 

Village of Parish: they've got to be safe and then working if we ever 

needed him for emergency says you're looking from the outside, no okay. 

 

360 

00:48:04.380 --> 00:48:05.370 

Village of Parish: So shooting. 

 

361 

00:48:09.060 --> 00:48:17.940 

Village of Parish: So their emotion on any of this or where do we get the 

head head the time to look them over and make some comparisons here. 

 

362 

00:48:19.170 --> 00:48:19.710 

Village of Parish: and 

 

363 

00:48:35.730 --> 00:48:42.450 

Village of Parish: Panic buttons for clerk and the judge to wireless as a 

one for the clerks then. 

 

364 

00:48:44.190 --> 00:48:46.470 

Village of Parish: For each clerk for each core. 

 



365 

00:48:48.000 --> 00:48:51.660 

Village of Parish: To band wireless buttons for clerk and judge. 

 

366 

00:48:53.280 --> 00:48:54.960 

Village of Parish: Are all installed. 

 

367 

00:48:58.380 --> 00:49:00.450 

Village of Parish: That sounds like only two though doesn't. 

 

368 

00:49:03.720 --> 00:49:04.740 

Village of Parish: cover page for. 

 

369 

00:49:05.760 --> 00:49:14.460 

Village of Parish: Water can stand communications three bad ones in the 

control panel and keypad to 59 and 35 a month. 

 

370 

00:49:18.120 --> 00:49:19.920 

Village of Parish: versus over a little only 25. 

 

371 

00:49:21.210 --> 00:49:21.810 

Village of Parish: What is it good. 

 

372 

00:49:29.850 --> 00:49:31.620 

Village of Parish: Kevin three phones. 

 

373 

00:49:55.920 --> 00:49:59.760 

Village of Parish: Were the cameras just gonna ask where would we install 

the cameras. 

 

374 

00:50:00.840 --> 00:50:02.790 

Village of Parish: When the Court ruling one at the entrance. 

 

375 

00:50:08.190 --> 00:50:15.480 

Village of Parish: yeah you're gonna say yeah one thing towards the front 

door probably one all. 

 

376 

00:50:21.360 --> 00:50:31.560 

Village of Parish: Right, what do you mean maybe the judge would have 

some input on where the other one can go terms of the courtroom like 

maybe returning back to work through studying mm hmm. 

 

377 



00:50:33.390 --> 00:50:34.980 

Village of Parish: yeah I do, then. 

 

378 

00:50:40.590 --> 00:50:43.080 

Village of Parish: Probably give a better idea, so you. 

 

379 

00:50:44.430 --> 00:50:51.990 

Village of Parish: Whatever does the job yeah yeah there will be some 

suggestion that is the goal by. 

 

380 

00:50:55.950 --> 00:50:57.120 

Village of Parish: location right. 

 

381 

00:51:24.390 --> 00:51:25.620 

Village of Parish: The other one was way out of. 

 

382 

00:51:28.620 --> 00:51:29.280 

Village of Parish: numbers. 

 

383 

00:51:31.320 --> 00:51:32.640 

Village of Parish: And monthly was last but. 

 

384 

00:51:33.690 --> 00:51:35.010 

Village of Parish: Everything else is more. 

 

385 

00:51:45.450 --> 00:51:46.530 

Village of Parish: camera one camera. 

 

386 

00:51:51.750 --> 00:51:52.140 

Village of Parish: one. 

 

387 

00:51:54.240 --> 00:51:54.690 

Village of Parish: camera. 

 

388 

00:51:55.950 --> 00:51:59.460 

Village of Parish: It looks kind of a Steve Steve was that. 

 

389 

00:52:08.820 --> 00:52:10.050 

Village of Parish: The holdups wedges. 

 

390 

00:52:16.410 --> 00:52:17.700 



Village of Parish: There was a guy from Cicero. 

 

391 

00:52:23.760 --> 00:52:26.610 

Village of Parish: Another version of the panic button so case of this 

photo. 

 

392 

00:52:28.770 --> 00:52:29.220 

Village of Parish: Excellent. 

 

393 

00:52:32.280 --> 00:52:36.990 

Village of Parish: Well that's the same thing is, I would think that 

would be the same as a panic free. 

 

394 

00:52:38.370 --> 00:52:38.970 

Village of Parish: repeater. 

 

395 

00:52:41.310 --> 00:52:42.810 

Village of Parish: panel with Keith head. 

 

396 

00:52:43.950 --> 00:52:44.280 

Village of Parish: and 

 

397 

00:52:59.850 --> 00:53:00.990 

Village of Parish: Such a distinction. 

 

398 

00:53:02.880 --> 00:53:03.150 

Village of Parish: here. 

 

399 

00:53:04.830 --> 00:53:08.820 

Village of Parish: On this one, and this one from system. 

 

400 

00:53:10.020 --> 00:53:15.540 

Village of Parish: would be an annual fee of 300 a year, plus $25 a 

month. 

 

401 

00:53:18.870 --> 00:53:27.210 

Village of Parish: in advance, because it says they annually in vain 

under 325 a month. 

 

402 

00:53:31.470 --> 00:53:33.750 

Village of Parish: Additional 25 a month. 

 



403 

00:53:47.310 --> 00:53:49.080 

Village of Parish: no idea what this stuff is here. 

 

404 

00:53:51.270 --> 00:53:53.760 

Village of Parish: i'm sure it has something to do with the cameras. 

 

405 

00:53:55.710 --> 00:53:57.990 

Village of Parish: Security panel and devices. 

 

406 

00:54:00.450 --> 00:54:05.490 

Village of Parish: Now there's No one from two cameras, instead of just 

one. 

 

407 

00:54:14.370 --> 00:54:15.930 

Village of Parish: They also have an eight channel. 

 

408 

00:54:20.820 --> 00:54:22.860 

Village of Parish: In there in the air. 

 

409 

00:54:39.240 --> 00:54:42.120 

Village of Parish: i'm sure it all has something to do with the setup 

and. 

 

410 

00:54:47.640 --> 00:54:58.680 

Village of Parish: I think this one consistent sounds like a big your 

outfit that would go for a bigger place other than what our needs are a 

little extra little village. 

 

411 

00:55:01.170 --> 00:55:10.200 

Village of Parish: Step plays a dozen has done a lot of them and that's a 

pallet ease around smaller municipalities i'd be more understanding, 

where we're coming from. 

 

412 

00:55:11.760 --> 00:55:14.460 

Village of Parish: One from step communications. 

 

413 

00:55:17.040 --> 00:55:26.910 

Village of Parish: some kind of power to voice over the ethernet so 

that's I figured all this stuff has to do with the Internet, which I am 

i'm not closed, but I don't know what they're talking about here. 

 

414 

00:55:28.410 --> 00:55:31.080 



Village of Parish: it's like the repeater i'm sure there's. 

 

415 

00:55:34.560 --> 00:55:35.250 

Village of Parish: Some. 

 

416 

00:55:36.480 --> 00:55:40.320 

Village of Parish: emotion and what we'd like to do, or what we want, I 

think. 

 

417 

00:55:41.550 --> 00:55:44.910 

Village of Parish: Cable it until until these two guys you. 

 

418 

00:55:49.500 --> 00:55:51.210 

Village of Parish: Know they're more savvy about a. 

 

419 

00:55:56.700 --> 00:55:57.360 

Village of Parish: way that. 

 

420 

00:56:02.580 --> 00:56:04.920 

Village of Parish: Neither one around the zone right. 

 

421 

00:56:07.980 --> 00:56:08.970 

Village of Parish: will table that till. 

 

422 

00:56:10.740 --> 00:56:13.170 

Village of Parish: We get some input from them. 

 

423 

00:56:20.220 --> 00:56:24.900 

Village of Parish: Continuing our therapy recovery plan. 

 

424 

00:56:25.980 --> 00:56:31.380 

Village of Parish: Think we've discussed that and then we will be looking 

at with the information from Kevin. 

 

425 

00:56:32.580 --> 00:56:38.250 

Village of Parish: variety of uses for other municipalities there's one 

that I was telling report today that. 

 

426 

00:56:39.540 --> 00:57:02.940 

Village of Parish: can be used for a variety of purposes, I think I heard 

onondaga had a $25 million project that they want to apply it toward for 

sports arena sports complex so that was an interesting usage and it's 



supposed to benefit their Community because of a growing community and 

other one had. 

 

427 

00:57:04.020 --> 00:57:09.600 

Village of Parish: Used 880,000 four door to door campaign to get people 

to. 

 

428 

00:57:10.770 --> 00:57:14.970 

Village of Parish: 880,000 to encourage them to get the vaccine. 

 

429 

00:57:16.380 --> 00:57:16.950 

Village of Parish: So. 

 

430 

00:57:18.750 --> 00:57:35.100 

Village of Parish: It can be used in any sort of way, whatever that 

municipality decides that is the most beneficial for their needs, which 

is a good thing that the communities can be left to make that decision, 

they have to submit a plan and has to be used by. 

 

431 

00:57:38.010 --> 00:57:39.840 

Village of Parish: Plants submitted by 24. 

 

432 

00:57:43.680 --> 00:57:53.760 

Village of Parish: Alright we're basement work records room is pretty 

well completion and the electrical has been completed sheet rock on the 

way home. 

 

433 

00:57:54.540 --> 00:58:13.320 

Village of Parish: sailing is completed, are underway yeah it's almost 

done, but there was a shuttle he was concerned about in that, and how to 

if something NASA and how to get to it so he's got banks down there, 

looking at the situation to move it out of progress. 

 

434 

00:58:14.850 --> 00:58:18.180 

Village of Parish: And that way he'll just finish the ceiling there and. 

 

435 

00:58:19.440 --> 00:58:26.280 

Village of Parish: there'll be pushed outside thing and he's going to put 

up like a metal trough over it will be easy access. 

 

436 

00:58:27.510 --> 00:58:31.470 

Village of Parish: On something does happen, but there is the main shut 

up go. 

 



437 

00:58:35.850 --> 00:58:36.630 

Village of Parish: to one of the pipes. 

 

438 

00:58:38.790 --> 00:58:41.070 

Village of Parish: is dead shut up shut up. 

 

439 

00:58:45.060 --> 00:58:46.740 

Village of Parish: Now he's still working on the sheet right. 

 

440 

00:58:48.000 --> 00:58:54.030 

Village of Parish: We just a little bit more a little bit all right, and 

then it's got to be painted a room right. 

 

441 

00:58:55.290 --> 00:58:59.790 

Village of Parish: I know somebody anxious to get things shifted and move 

so. 

 

442 

00:59:01.470 --> 00:59:06.270 

Village of Parish: sooner we can get that taken care of all the better 

right planning board. 

 

443 

00:59:07.500 --> 00:59:16.050 

Village of Parish: Meeting me members pay the Member which we're playing 

all right, did we make anywhere at any progress on that Steve. 

 

444 

00:59:18.420 --> 00:59:26.430 

Village of Parish: kevin's payment we had emotion from the board, and 

they were going to get payment for Kevin for our represent village 

representative. 

 

445 

00:59:27.420 --> 00:59:36.000 

Stephen Ganetis: nope nothing yet I did send an email out to Kevin I want 

to send a demand letter a nice strongly worded one where I need the exact 

amount that he is old. 

 

446 

00:59:36.450 --> 00:59:45.090 

Stephen Ganetis: So once I have that exact figure I can send a very nasty 

letter for demand a payment and that's the first step towards any claim. 

 

447 

00:59:45.480 --> 00:59:54.900 

Stephen Ganetis: Unfortunately, a demand letter is a requirement for me 

to take any sort of legal action so until I have a nice fact filled 

demand letter I can't do anything yet. 



 

448 

00:59:55.170 --> 00:59:55.770 

Okay. 

 

449 

00:59:58.320 --> 00:59:59.040 

Village of Parish: Also. 

 

450 

01:00:01.980 --> 01:00:12.720 

Village of Parish: The concern with the planning board and money's going 

to clerk, as stated in the IMA would it be beneficial if we had letters. 

 

451 

01:00:14.310 --> 01:00:16.230 

Village of Parish: Because the board, made a decision. 

 

452 

01:00:17.280 --> 01:00:26.070 

Village of Parish: That that's how it's supposed to their supposed to 

follow the IMA would it be a good or a letter from you directing the 

trick, is there a treasure to the board. 

 

453 

01:00:26.850 --> 01:00:28.170 

Stephen Ganetis: isn't speciality that. 

 

454 

01:00:28.560 --> 01:00:28.800 

Was. 

 

455 

01:00:30.300 --> 01:00:46.350 

Stephen Ganetis: problematic they're not she's not willing to obey a 

direct response so direct Vo right in our face that the Mount should be 

followed, while I don't know if a letter, for me, is going to do anything 

different. 

 

456 

01:00:46.710 --> 01:00:50.760 

Village of Parish: But they're in violation to the IMA they are in 

violation of the. 

 

457 

01:00:50.760 --> 01:00:51.360 

IMA. 

 

458 

01:00:55.380 --> 01:01:11.550 

Stephen Ganetis: So the violation fi ma that are recourses we just we can 

either just let it go or we disband it unfortunately there is not a 

monetary damage or anything of that nature, we can't Sue them for 

anything that they're doing here. 



 

459 

01:01:13.440 --> 01:01:29.070 

Stephen Ganetis: ABS, a court injunction, but the fact that there could 

be a potentially new supervisor in the next three months, by the time we 

even got this before a judge there's no end even that i'm not even sure 

if a judicial order would be enough. 

 

460 

01:01:30.570 --> 01:01:41.250 

Stephen Ganetis: i'd hate to say it, but I don't think the law can real 

for something as simple as the transfer of money if someone's not going 

to respect the law it's kind of hard to enforce it. 

 

461 

01:01:42.060 --> 01:01:43.560 

Village of Parish: But I think what cassie. 

 

462 

01:01:43.830 --> 01:01:48.330 

Village of Parish: Steve if we sent the letter, the copy of the IMA like 

too. 

 

463 

01:01:49.440 --> 01:01:59.700 

Village of Parish: spicy Annie engage from the planning board and you 

wrote a letter to say that not to marry and but those not about. 

 

464 

01:02:00.330 --> 01:02:04.830 

Stephen Ganetis: fame pretty aware of it, when I left when we last person 

i'm at least. 

 

465 

01:02:08.520 --> 01:02:10.740 

Stephen Ganetis: I mean i'm this is how about. 

 

466 

01:02:13.050 --> 01:02:27.510 

Stephen Ganetis: I mean, I can I just I hate to be that I, you know me I 

tend to tell it like it is, I only to sugarcoat things I don't think 

it'll have any effect i'm happy to try, but I do not think anything will 

change meaningfully. 

 

467 

01:02:28.680 --> 01:02:31.770 

Village of Parish: I agree with that only because i've talked to that one 

woman and. 

 

468 

01:02:32.070 --> 01:02:39.300 

Village of Parish: They know what it says yeah know the language of they 

still know there and violation it's all in how you interpret. 

 



469 

01:02:41.220 --> 01:02:42.660 

Stephen Ganetis: it's not all how you interpret it. 

 

470 

01:02:43.980 --> 01:02:45.240 

Village of Parish: What they told me they told me. 

 

471 

01:02:46.350 --> 01:02:47.010 

Village of Parish: That sounds like. 

 

472 

01:02:49.260 --> 01:02:59.250 

Stephen Ganetis: yeah so and i'm happy to try to do something, but I 

very, very, very, very much doubt any chance of success i'd have. 

 

473 

01:03:01.320 --> 01:03:01.800 

Stephen Ganetis: So. 

 

474 

01:03:02.280 --> 01:03:04.350 

Stephen Ganetis: hate to be the bearer of bad news, you but i'm. 

 

475 

01:03:04.350 --> 01:03:10.950 

Stephen Ganetis: not going to sugarcoat things and say oh yeah let's 

let's give it a go if the odds of success are very, very low. 

 

476 

01:03:12.900 --> 01:03:13.290 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

477 

01:03:13.350 --> 01:03:14.790 

Village of Parish: He did send it to those couple. 

 

478 

01:03:14.790 --> 01:03:25.440 

Village of Parish: From planning or just send a letter to them to the 

members of the board for those, especially those agents, because the on 

and what's gauges position. 

 

479 

01:03:26.790 --> 01:03:34.380 

Village of Parish: board member just a member, but he's the one that 

always seems to grab the money from people well, maybe each of the well. 

 

480 

01:03:35.400 --> 01:03:45.930 

Village of Parish: me to the board members would need a copy of that just 

as a reminder of this is what the words of money go out to the good it 

does is super think it raises the super supposed to go to the Clerk. 



 

481 

01:03:46.530 --> 01:03:55.860 

Village of Parish: sounds good sounds according to the IMA okay well, 

maybe we'll do an audit on them, I know, on their books around now. 

 

482 

01:03:57.210 --> 01:03:59.940 

Village of Parish: Make sure that he didn't wear blondes. 

 

483 

01:04:01.380 --> 01:04:02.160 

Village of Parish: Can we do that. 

 

484 

01:04:04.140 --> 01:04:13.770 

Stephen Ganetis: i'd have to look into that I have never done it mean 

requested a municipal audit for anything okay Sarah what the rights or 

what the law is off the top my head. 

 

485 

01:04:16.710 --> 01:04:22.680 

Village of Parish: I was just thinking, because according to one of the 

classes, that I went to. 

 

486 

01:04:24.000 --> 01:04:34.740 

Village of Parish: With Paul Paul was a bunch of the watertown they said 

that was that was one of the things that would raise a red flag. 

 

487 

01:04:35.910 --> 01:04:36.630 

Village of Parish: You know. 

 

488 

01:04:37.860 --> 01:04:54.600 

Village of Parish: not paying somebody is a red flag and others, why 

didn't they pay them because I they pocketing the money themselves, or is 

it another reason you know I mean he's there he's on the board, you get 

paid. 

 

489 

01:04:56.250 --> 01:04:57.930 

Village of Parish: No argument here okay. 

 

490 

01:05:00.720 --> 01:05:20.010 

Village of Parish: If I may interject as as a village treasurer forget 

that I am not, this is not me as you're planning for graph but as a 

village, the village treasure, perhaps the village board could entertain 

the thought of doing a foil on her current monthly reports. 

 

491 

01:05:22.440 --> 01:05:31.170 



Village of Parish: there's a line in there for planning a whatever the 

account has coded it revenue page painting Japan 88,000 something yeah. 

 

492 

01:05:32.370 --> 01:05:38.370 

Village of Parish: For that, and then on the for planning expenses would 

be obviously a payroll so would be the. 

 

493 

01:05:38.850 --> 01:05:54.570 

Village of Parish: A whatever pro they've got it for payroll for planning 

side because it will tell you just like her, if she's got the same 

program that I have and lays it out the same way here's your expanded for 

the year here's your here's what your budget is what you got left. 

 

494 

01:05:56.190 --> 01:06:00.210 

Village of Parish: same call to gonna be there, good I just thought you 

just you. 

 

495 

01:06:01.590 --> 01:06:01.980 

Village of Parish: Just use. 

 

496 

01:06:06.570 --> 01:06:13.020 

Village of Parish: I don't know I don't understand why this this problem 

i'm just wondering if a letter a reminder to these. 

 

497 

01:06:13.530 --> 01:06:17.130 

Village of Parish: Members of the planning board specifically engaged in 

her. 

 

498 

01:06:17.520 --> 01:06:27.870 

Village of Parish: That this is what it says this is what's expected and 

that the town board has made emotion and expect it to be completed, I 

mean a little bit of a guilt trip, maybe. 

 

499 

01:06:28.830 --> 01:06:34.590 

Stephen Ganetis: I don't think in any way, shape or form the people on 

the planning board don't understand. 

 

500 

01:06:37.260 --> 01:06:43.920 

Stephen Ganetis: Okay i'm happy again i'm happy to do so, but my 

expectation of success is very, very low. 

 

501 

01:06:45.150 --> 01:06:53.250 

Village of Parish: I agree with you, do you think if you told them that 

you know, in the you know this is how it is and. 



 

502 

01:06:54.300 --> 01:07:00.810 

Village of Parish: Like a copy of the IMA and circle that part of it, and 

then say if this. 

 

503 

01:07:02.310 --> 01:07:03.000 

Village of Parish: continues to. 

 

504 

01:07:03.750 --> 01:07:04.800 

Village of Parish: happen that. 

 

505 

01:07:05.820 --> 01:07:08.280 

Village of Parish: Further action will be taken or. 

 

506 

01:07:09.690 --> 01:07:13.290 

Stephen Ganetis: And again, our further action is incredibly limited. 

 

507 

01:07:14.430 --> 01:07:29.370 

Stephen Ganetis: it's not a whole lot we can do here it's a it's a 

agreement between two parties there's no, I know that we're talking about 

money, but there's no monetary damages it's our remedy would be canceling 

the IMA and i'm not sure we want to do that. 

 

508 

01:07:30.990 --> 01:07:32.220 

Village of Parish: DJ might not go. 

 

509 

01:07:32.280 --> 01:07:35.910 

Village of Parish: workout spicy it might you know think twice about. 

 

510 

01:07:39.270 --> 01:07:40.140 

Village of Parish: hearing, though. 

 

511 

01:07:41.160 --> 01:07:44.190 

Stephen Ganetis: I mean that's if you guys want me to do it i'm happy to 

do it. 

 

512 

01:07:46.710 --> 01:07:49.620 

Village of Parish: You think Kevin without doing any good encouraging. 

 

513 

01:07:52.230 --> 01:07:56.820 

Village of Parish: And I was sitting there okay now now you're asking us 

to defeat your planning work. 



 

514 

01:07:58.650 --> 01:08:00.630 

Village of Parish: I would send it to go scriber the chairman. 

 

515 

01:08:01.830 --> 01:08:07.680 

Village of Parish: He Sue simmons he took it back over from our game as a 

reminder that this is the agreement. 

 

516 

01:08:09.840 --> 01:08:17.010 

Village of Parish: yeah i'll put some pressure there that might be a good 

idea to send it to my chair person that's responsible for planning board. 

 

517 

01:08:18.390 --> 01:08:19.980 

Village of Parish: Is if he's not enough water. 

 

518 

01:08:24.450 --> 01:08:29.940 

Village of Parish: A copy of the IMA and a letter saying that this is the 

procedure that's expected to be carried out. 

 

519 

01:08:32.670 --> 01:08:33.870 

Stephen Ganetis: Right i'm happy to do it. 

 

520 

01:08:35.400 --> 01:08:38.160 

Stephen Ganetis: i'll have it for you review probably next week. 

 

521 

01:08:38.670 --> 01:08:40.950 

Village of Parish: Okay, at least we've tried. 

 

522 

01:08:41.490 --> 01:08:48.510 

Village of Parish: And the board did their part and we can try and do our 

part and see where we go with it, and like you're saying probably won't 

make much headway, but. 

 

523 

01:08:52.290 --> 01:08:53.910 

Village of Parish: Tightening the noose a little bit. 

 

524 

01:08:55.530 --> 01:09:01.170 

Village of Parish: All right, any other comments or questions there if 

not look one village signage. 

 

525 

01:09:02.340 --> 01:09:20.430 



Village of Parish: are welcome science Western new town was going to be 

going to gallus if you want to do any work on it and I haven't heard back 

from 10 don't want to get Ahold of them carefully and see what's 

happening yeah we can go over it feels outside of those limits any. 

 

526 

01:09:21.630 --> 01:09:23.040 

Village of Parish: right here in the triangle. 

 

527 

01:09:24.150 --> 01:09:27.510 

Village of Parish: Best can, if you wouldn't mind one I think narrow 

narrow yeah. 

 

528 

01:09:29.880 --> 01:09:37.980 

Village of Parish: And i'm sorry my brain where contain something about 

just about both if I don't know what they were going to do to do but. 

 

529 

01:09:41.190 --> 01:09:51.540 

Village of Parish: We had to wooden science that needs to be addressed in 

St far as I know, they should be, probably, they should bring that up to 

the town board. 

 

530 

01:09:52.230 --> 01:09:59.520 

Village of Parish: it's not a talents right here in front of you talking 

about the ones in the village right here in the village right one by the 

medical Center one by. 

 

531 

01:10:02.100 --> 01:10:03.180 

Village of Parish: One I don't know. 

 

532 

01:10:05.520 --> 01:10:07.020 

Village of Parish: How we're gonna get the other one. 

 

533 

01:10:08.280 --> 01:10:12.810 

Village of Parish: over by the medical Center know we have w I mean 

America. 

 

534 

01:10:15.750 --> 01:10:19.650 

Village of Parish: What on the side of town doesn't say anything about 

the village is just says. 

 

535 

01:10:21.030 --> 01:10:23.610 

Village of Parish: Welcome to the welcome to perish. 

 

536 



01:10:24.690 --> 01:10:25.800 

Village of Parish: blah blah blah blah. 

 

537 

01:10:26.820 --> 01:10:27.360 

Village of Parish: counter. 

 

538 

01:10:29.100 --> 01:10:33.270 

Village of Parish: counter for an village counter and then it's not their 

concerns. 

 

539 

01:10:35.490 --> 01:10:40.410 

Village of Parish: are worried about the ones we have to within the bill 

yeah right, I see here i'm going to just. 

 

540 

01:10:41.550 --> 01:10:58.260 

Village of Parish: You know sign up with just my opinion Talmud 

suggested, he would address it so we'll see where he's at with that and 

if we can, if not well, then we can take an alternative course of action 

on that when you're going to check with Kathy to see all right, an audit. 

 

541 

01:11:00.210 --> 01:11:17.490 

Village of Parish: Again, we need to advertise kind of jackie's going to 

check to see if it's this 1920 years and those I don't think we need to 

know the years when we do the advertising, so we don't have an ad out yet 

do we have, oh no you're not something we really. 

 

542 

01:11:18.570 --> 01:11:19.290 

Village of Parish: do want. 

 

543 

01:11:21.450 --> 01:11:27.000 

Village of Parish: it'll be just for the one year we're going to do three 

years in and when you're out so they would have to just. 

 

544 

01:11:28.470 --> 01:11:36.360 

Village of Parish: Do the audit for 19 washer or you're finished up I 

don't think it was last year, I think it was 1920 I. 

 

545 

01:11:37.530 --> 01:11:44.820 

Village of Parish: think the other we just completed with that bright 

bright bright ending point was over 20 and 21. 

 

546 

01:11:46.080 --> 01:12:04.770 

Village of Parish: We didn't do anything last year, but I think you're 

making money right, so you think you've done 19 20%, so we need to be 



looking at 2021 yes, as you by chance we oh yeah and put all kinds of 

documentation and then it should be in the boxes right that's why I said 

I was. 

 

547 

01:12:06.660 --> 01:12:15.090 

Village of Parish: Either somewhere okay oh that's just that's excellent 

in their office to lie so everyone if she's just another. 

 

548 

01:12:16.260 --> 01:12:27.240 

Village of Parish: 10 1920 i'm thinking yeah, but they did they're going 

to want to look at that anyway take burn perfect you're. 

 

549 

01:12:28.350 --> 01:12:30.780 

Village of Parish: Willing they looking at 2021 then yet. 

 

550 

01:12:33.960 --> 01:12:36.300 

Village of Parish: What year is this Tony Tony. 

 

551 

01:12:37.380 --> 01:12:40.230 

Village of Parish: Tony three right now yeah okay so. 

 

552 

01:12:41.250 --> 01:12:43.410 

Village of Parish: Be ready for review. 

 

553 

01:12:44.670 --> 01:12:48.510 

Village of Parish: 2021 is ready for review okay okay. 

 

554 

01:12:50.820 --> 01:12:54.810 

Village of Parish: yeah well if we can get him say that the village board 

is. 

 

555 

01:12:56.190 --> 01:12:57.120 

Village of Parish: Something big. 

 

556 

01:12:59.130 --> 01:13:02.940 

Village of Parish: For an annual review for an audit. 

 

557 

01:13:05.160 --> 01:13:05.640 

For. 

 

558 

01:13:07.770 --> 01:13:09.090 

Village of Parish: Your company. 



 

559 

01:13:13.680 --> 01:13:15.330 

Village of Parish: That we used for the previous one. 

 

560 

01:13:18.390 --> 01:13:21.750 

Village of Parish: Before Homer there we go oh yeah sorry. 

 

561 

01:13:24.510 --> 01:13:26.520 

Village of Parish: Pearson vue Pearson. 

 

562 

01:13:34.020 --> 01:13:40.620 

Village of Parish: Alright well we'll get that ad in the paper and get 

that taken care of before we forget about these on it. 

 

563 

01:13:42.090 --> 01:13:48.870 

Village of Parish: And thanks to Jackie for him done pass work on it 

that's a big job right going banners Neil fewer. 

 

564 

01:13:52.080 --> 01:13:54.210 

Village of Parish: I got distracted because. 

 

565 

01:13:56.430 --> 01:13:57.720 

Village of Parish: I haven't really. 

 

566 

01:14:01.380 --> 01:14:05.520 

Village of Parish: Had a couple guys was looking into it for me. 

 

567 

01:14:07.380 --> 01:14:07.920 

Village of Parish: One night. 

 

568 

01:14:16.020 --> 01:14:18.570 

Village of Parish: lot cheaper, yes, more least on. 

 

569 

01:14:22.200 --> 01:14:27.360 

Village of Parish: Think that's been done, yet we didn't get any pressing 

on the banner specific oh yeah yeah. 

 

570 

01:14:34.920 --> 01:14:45.630 

Village of Parish: And then, for the decorations for Christmas even then 

we don't even worry about those getting anything new for them no i'm not 

doing that this year i'll go do anything when you're a kid banners all 

right. 



 

571 

01:14:46.920 --> 01:14:47.310 

Village of Parish: All right. 

 

572 

01:14:50.730 --> 01:14:51.090 

Village of Parish: But. 

 

573 

01:14:52.440 --> 01:14:56.340 

Village of Parish: I think i'm just gonna get a couple banners that says, 

welcome to perish. 

 

574 

01:14:57.360 --> 01:15:09.030 

Village of Parish: loser bearish and, basically, I need 123456 710 a 

place to put up. 

 

575 

01:15:11.460 --> 01:15:13.530 

Village of Parish: About three legs, no, you know. 

 

576 

01:15:14.580 --> 01:15:25.560 

Village of Parish: If we don't know if you talking about the American 

blacks on the pulse I don't know we got quite a few 30 now we do about a 

dozen don't wait. 

 

577 

01:15:27.900 --> 01:15:34.020 

Village of Parish: Number of the wrong way down Main Street, and then 

they come up oh I didn't know they cut off or. 

 

578 

01:15:35.130 --> 01:15:42.090 

Village of Parish: No yeah Okay, all the way down to the old the old 

candlelight okay. 

 

579 

01:15:43.980 --> 01:15:59.760 

Village of Parish: But i'll just see you as you come into the village 

town, you know I I don't need him on TV, welcome to perish I perish i'm a 

debt Christmas decorations dang Oh well, we're going to more this year 

if. 

 

580 

01:16:00.780 --> 01:16:02.970 

Village of Parish: We ever get all you ever get all mad well. 

 

581 

01:16:05.490 --> 01:16:08.850 

Village of Parish: I guess I gotta come down here one day and give them a 

call. 



 

582 

01:16:10.290 --> 01:16:21.060 

Village of Parish: She did they got one a nice fiction and we need to 

more obsolete news all the all the ones that man okay and that's a total 

of how many do we have 1214. 

 

583 

01:16:22.620 --> 01:16:27.510 

Village of Parish: Maybe i'm not sure if he had that many bad at well 

what's expensive. 

 

584 

01:16:32.310 --> 01:16:39.390 

Village of Parish: Like I know a lot of them, but you got those got him 

on every single Pole, and this is the same thing, well, we don't need 

them in every poll. 

 

585 

01:16:41.490 --> 01:16:45.660 

Village of Parish: And now the only one that is different, is the one 

sandy Craig. 

 

586 

01:16:46.830 --> 01:16:48.570 

Village of Parish: But they have a lot that has. 

 

587 

01:16:49.740 --> 01:16:50.430 

Village of Parish: Little military. 

 

588 

01:16:53.370 --> 01:16:59.070 

Village of Parish: According to somebody that cost them almost $40 well 

to like they probably hit contribution. 

 

589 

01:17:00.900 --> 01:17:16.200 

Village of Parish: yeah those those banners aren't cheap items, so if you 

can get different sources of putting in probably the va or whatever put 

money in, and then the owner or the the families, probably contributed so 

that less than the cost for anyone party so. 

 

590 

01:17:17.280 --> 01:17:22.080 

Village of Parish: All right, those would be looking good if we had 

something like that, especially come spring and summer. 

 

591 

01:17:23.970 --> 01:17:39.240 

Village of Parish: Right bangle property, we had a letter from for 

inquiry from Mr Miller has a letter from Michigan at the office 

represents Richard and selena Miller leave you spoken to Richard about 

the personal property owns Jason. 



 

592 

01:17:40.260 --> 01:17:44.040 

Village of Parish: To he wants to Jason to bend off road. 

 

593 

01:17:45.090 --> 01:17:56.790 

Village of Parish: And it's Jason to a personal owned by the village he 

proposes that the village grant him an easement and right away over the 

premises from bangle road to the southwest corner of this property. 

 

594 

01:17:57.930 --> 01:18:07.410 

Village of Parish: For the poses that would be 20 foot wide running along 

the boundary is described, he would request the right to maintain the 

right away put paving or gravel and. 

 

595 

01:18:07.860 --> 01:18:17.970 

Village of Parish: At his election, with the right to maintain the 

driveway to eat infusion inclusion of snow removal and regularly yearly 

maintenance. 

 

596 

01:18:18.600 --> 01:18:34.170 

Village of Parish: No structure would be placed on the easement and it 

would be used for the purpose of ingress and egress only if acceptable to 

to the board my client would provide survey and bear the expensive 

document pretense preparation and recording. 

 

597 

01:18:35.220 --> 01:18:38.040 

Village of Parish: You have questions comments on this contact Mr gonna. 

 

598 

01:18:39.660 --> 01:18:54.120 

Village of Parish: Basically what he wants he wants us to give us give 

him a excellently access to his property and remember we discussed this 

before yeah I know, so I guess it's their discretion, but we want to do 

with that. 

 

599 

01:18:58.320 --> 01:18:59.790 

Stephen Ganetis: given me right away. 

 

600 

01:18:59.850 --> 01:19:02.130 

Village of Parish: He gonna have to you know. 

 

601 

01:19:03.480 --> 01:19:03.720 

Village of Parish: Take. 

 

602 



01:19:04.500 --> 01:19:05.820 

Village of Parish: take whatever he's out. 

 

603 

01:19:06.150 --> 01:19:06.660 

You know. 

 

604 

01:19:07.710 --> 01:19:08.190 

Village of Parish: and 

 

605 

01:19:09.330 --> 01:19:12.000 

Village of Parish: The trees and he takes out he has to give to us. 

 

606 

01:19:13.050 --> 01:19:14.730 

Village of Parish: is actually still our trees. 

 

607 

01:19:16.440 --> 01:19:17.010 

Village of Parish: Legal. 

 

608 

01:19:19.530 --> 01:19:36.000 

Stephen Ganetis: We can request that we keep any product that he's not 

allowed to remove the trees, or something like that, and the fact that 

the key aspect is his lawyers doing all the work and we don't have to pay 

a cent that's what's supposed to happen for these sorts of things. 

 

609 

01:19:37.470 --> 01:19:39.840 

Village of Parish: You didn't probably get a copy of this letter, did 

you. 

 

610 

01:19:41.370 --> 01:19:43.830 

Stephen Ganetis: did not, which is kind of unusual. 

 

611 

01:19:44.310 --> 01:19:45.060 

Stephen Ganetis: yeah pretty good. 

 

612 

01:19:46.950 --> 01:19:48.120 

Stephen Ganetis: So so basically. 

 

613 

01:19:49.980 --> 01:19:51.030 

Village of Parish: right away right. 

 

614 

01:19:52.260 --> 01:19:56.370 



Village of Parish: he's got to maintain it you don't maintain it comes 

back to us right. 

 

615 

01:19:57.750 --> 01:20:05.070 

Stephen Ganetis: No, no, then it becomes a code violation really and 

then, if it continues to be an issue, then we can get it back. 

 

616 

01:20:07.980 --> 01:20:08.400 

Can we. 

 

617 

01:20:10.050 --> 01:20:16.110 

Stephen Ganetis: automate you didn't maintain it time to lose it he gets 

notices and stuff like that. 

 

618 

01:20:17.100 --> 01:20:21.090 

Village of Parish: Do we designate where that right away goes, or is it 

up to. 

 

619 

01:20:21.840 --> 01:20:22.050 

The. 

 

620 

01:20:23.490 --> 01:20:26.400 

Stephen Ganetis: we're gonna make rooster good and do the work and draft 

it. 

 

621 

01:20:27.510 --> 01:20:32.700 

Village of Parish: Right, they will see one down the middle err on the 

side or is that are often. 

 

622 

01:20:33.570 --> 01:20:35.730 

Stephen Ganetis: We can make decisions on how that should go. 

 

623 

01:20:35.970 --> 01:20:51.060 

Stephen Ganetis: Okay, so we have this is a proposal if you if you the 

letter specifically says, I propose this, I propose and make what's 

called a counterproposal and adjust it as we would like. 

 

624 

01:20:51.780 --> 01:20:52.860 

Village of Parish: Yes, okay. 

 

625 

01:20:54.120 --> 01:21:05.670 



Stephen Ganetis: So don't think that just because he wrote it down it's 

Gospel we have our opportunity to do a counterproposal or just deny, we 

can deny do something that says that we have to do it, but. 

 

626 

01:21:06.570 --> 01:21:14.520 

Stephen Ganetis: If he could probably force it if the situation is he is 

this situation where the guy is completely locked out of his property 

right. 

 

627 

01:21:15.930 --> 01:21:16.350 

Village of Parish: Right yeah. 

 

628 

01:21:17.940 --> 01:21:18.750 

Village of Parish: yeah so he can. 

 

629 

01:21:19.020 --> 01:21:23.760 

Stephen Ganetis: He can force it better to do it somewhat on our terms. 

 

630 

01:21:25.830 --> 01:21:33.390 

Stephen Ganetis: Having him go to a judge and enforce the easement on us, 

because then the judge decides and then no one's happy. 

 

631 

01:21:38.760 --> 01:21:40.440 

Village of Parish: Okay, where does that leave us. 

 

632 

01:21:43.080 --> 01:21:49.770 

Stephen Ganetis: With think about how you'd like this whole thing to look 

and we can I can draft up a counterproposal okay. 

 

633 

01:21:53.640 --> 01:21:56.460 

Village of Parish: yeah because I know part of that is believed to zoom. 

 

634 

01:21:58.380 --> 01:21:59.850 

Village of Parish: You know, part of our property. 

 

635 

01:22:01.860 --> 01:22:02.190 

Village of Parish: Will. 

 

636 

01:22:03.450 --> 01:22:05.010 

Village of Parish: get there okay. 

 

637 

01:22:07.410 --> 01:22:08.820 



Village of Parish: Would you like copies of this. 

 

638 

01:22:10.110 --> 01:22:12.510 

Village of Parish: makeup isn't given to you in your mailbox. 

 

639 

01:22:13.980 --> 01:22:15.240 

Village of Parish: i've got a copy that to. 

 

640 

01:22:16.290 --> 01:22:18.990 

Village of Parish: Steve letter from Mr Gill net. 

 

641 

01:22:22.320 --> 01:22:25.080 

Village of Parish: Any questions or concerns on that, then. 

 

642 

01:22:26.040 --> 01:22:33.660 

Village of Parish: We will address that on the next week my dad had a 

problem with you right away, it was very simple to maintain it. 

 

643 

01:22:37.170 --> 01:22:37.530 

Village of Parish: Right. 

 

644 

01:22:40.350 --> 01:22:50.250 

Stephen Ganetis: That being said, meal you do say that, but we could do 

is, we can literally put a provision of the aim is not maintained. 

 

645 

01:22:51.270 --> 01:23:05.910 

Stephen Ganetis: To lot to come up with our standard, then you could 

then, then the easement reverts back to the village, the village, so we 

could have some fun contract wise and actually drafted in such a way that 

it would go as you suggest. 

 

646 

01:23:06.180 --> 01:23:06.780 

Stephen Ganetis: Okay. 

 

647 

01:23:07.680 --> 01:23:16.770 

Village of Parish: I mean i'll just thinking you know of course ours was 

just a just a thing for the guy to put his cows, down to the creek. 

 

648 

01:23:18.630 --> 01:23:25.230 

Village of Parish: We had discussed this previous and that's when the 

board came up with the idea of the three options and making a purchase. 

 

649 



01:23:25.800 --> 01:23:37.410 

Village of Parish: yeah but he already said he didn't want to purchase 

right now, he wants to right away, so we have to address them, so what we 

gotta do is we got to figure out where his property is. 

 

650 

01:23:38.520 --> 01:23:46.260 

Village of Parish: No matter what you had in the bands from the last time 

around, that we went with this so have a look at your map and then. 

 

651 

01:23:49.170 --> 01:23:50.760 

Village of Parish: Trying your files i'm sure. 

 

652 

01:23:53.610 --> 01:23:54.150 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

653 

01:23:55.890 --> 01:23:56.190 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

654 

01:23:57.330 --> 01:24:04.470 

Village of Parish: Alright, so we'll address that and i'll get copies of 

the letter out so you can have something in your hands to make reference 

to. 

 

655 

01:24:06.450 --> 01:24:18.570 

Village of Parish: edge with Dr we're still waiting for preventative 

maintenance to be done on there and I spoke to the town super 

superintendent and the problem is getting materials. 

 

656 

01:24:19.470 --> 01:24:28.710 

Village of Parish: and transporting materials to the site so apparently 

there's a quite a hold up and it's not just our project it's other 

municipalities that are. 

 

657 

01:24:29.760 --> 01:24:31.110 

Village of Parish: anxiously waiting for. 

 

658 

01:24:32.580 --> 01:24:35.220 

Village of Parish: A quarter mile nope not this one. 

 

659 

01:24:36.360 --> 01:24:36.810 

Village of Parish: So. 

 

660 

01:24:39.480 --> 01:24:44.880 



Village of Parish: it's kind of a short run, so he's going to put car 

down and put stone, on top of. 

 

661 

01:24:46.260 --> 01:24:51.030 

Village of Parish: The oil in there, waiting for the oil products and 

they said was the problem all. 

 

662 

01:24:53.640 --> 01:24:56.220 

Village of Parish: Right anything else for all business. 

 

663 

01:24:57.630 --> 01:24:58.620 

Village of Parish: I did have. 

 

664 

01:25:00.240 --> 01:25:06.450 

Village of Parish: Contact from do T which I was surprised that they 

followed up on on our crosswalk and how it's working. 

 

665 

01:25:07.110 --> 01:25:17.130 

Village of Parish: And it say that we got the crosswalk in this man, he 

said, the science there, yes we've got the science, but neither of those 

two are doing any good for the safety of our. 

 

666 

01:25:17.700 --> 01:25:29.340 

Village of Parish: Pedestrians and our clientele that use the building so 

i'm hoping to write a letter, maybe if that will try to list kinds of 

things of why this building. 

 

667 

01:25:30.420 --> 01:25:40.110 

Village of Parish: is significant because there's so much activity that 

goes on in here when I started listening, I thought this is well the 

Center I understand why people kind of hesitate. 

 

668 

01:25:40.800 --> 01:25:51.090 

Village of Parish: Legally, because you got it all marked down you got 

those signs up their legal you start walking in there are people supposed 

to stop right we're not going to because already it. 

 

669 

01:25:53.100 --> 01:26:10.230 

Village of Parish: But if there, we have to do what we can you have to 

deal with the idiots and we'll do our best we can, so I think we have 

time to depart upstairs or downstairs that's why that's why you have to 

that's why he's gotta stop and look before he crosses because. 

 

670 

01:26:11.820 --> 01:26:19.080 



Village of Parish: it's not a safe situation and and I explained this to 

the person so talking to I got a feedback that it was too expensive. 

 

671 

01:26:19.950 --> 01:26:30.570 

Village of Parish: oil, but there are handicapped person so because we 

don't have parking facilities they're willing to walk across the street 

so somehow we've got to get this information out to the. 

 

672 

01:26:31.110 --> 01:26:41.040 

Village of Parish: Traffic that this is a crosswalk and you've got to 

stop, and I know i've seen in Mexico, where they have a Cone or something 

that says a crosswalk and bring some. 

 

673 

01:26:42.210 --> 01:26:45.570 

Village of Parish: yeah it's a good reminder, but I don't know. 

 

674 

01:26:47.130 --> 01:26:50.430 

Village of Parish: They have one down here in central square by the. 

 

675 

01:26:52.140 --> 01:26:52.890 

Village of Parish: Post Office. 

 

676 

01:26:54.660 --> 01:26:57.690 

Village of Parish: Right now, every once in a while I would put it right 

in the middle of the room. 

 

677 

01:26:59.310 --> 01:26:59.940 

Village of Parish: Right. 

 

678 

01:27:02.460 --> 01:27:03.420 

Village of Parish: Okay, so. 

 

679 

01:27:04.710 --> 01:27:06.450 

Village of Parish: All right, going on with new business. 

 

680 

01:27:08.160 --> 01:27:16.500 

Village of Parish: conference of mayors Jackie went to the dinner at the 

pines and they spent some time talking about the rescue plan. 

 

681 

01:27:17.730 --> 01:27:22.860 

Village of Parish: Jackie and I met with Kennedy in regarding the sewer 

and the application of the. 

 



682 

01:27:23.880 --> 01:27:32.490 

Village of Parish: rescue plan funds that's what we're in and can we're 

making reference to, and then the deputy will be going to the saratoga 

call training. 

 

683 

01:27:33.960 --> 01:27:40.170 

Village of Parish: Next week is up yes yeah the 20th through the 24th 

that's the training session. 

 

684 

01:27:41.280 --> 01:27:41.820 

Village of Parish: conference and. 

 

685 

01:27:44.460 --> 01:27:47.160 

Village of Parish: Anything else to add to that all right. 

 

686 

01:27:48.450 --> 01:27:55.680 

Village of Parish: The cannabis situation um I gave you a copy of the 

book launch proposed. 

 

687 

01:27:56.760 --> 01:28:04.710 

Village of Parish: That we opt out, we follow through on the local law 

and this really provides us with time to. 

 

688 

01:28:05.790 --> 01:28:18.780 

Village of Parish: Wait out what the government is kind of there's a lot 

of confusion and what's happening, and if we step aside opt out, make the 

local long it gives them time to get their act together than at that 

time. 

 

689 

01:28:19.560 --> 01:28:29.160 

Village of Parish: If the Community the residents have to go in that's 

fine and if nothing happens and we're not harmed by it at all and. 

 

690 

01:28:30.870 --> 01:28:41.010 

Village of Parish: Forget it properly out well I got the local law here 

for that and we can we can go in that direction and we can always get 

back into the later days. 

 

691 

01:28:41.580 --> 01:28:54.300 

Village of Parish: And it's interesting I found that with the government, 

usually in this case we're in unless we opt out, usually if you want 

something you gotta jump in to get whatever you want, so this is just, 

contrary to what. 

 



692 

01:28:55.140 --> 01:29:07.860 

Village of Parish: would be a very, very big converting because the 

Federal Government still says marijuana is illegal just takes is not a 

several States that's what i'm saying so they get their act together we 

get. 

 

693 

01:29:08.640 --> 01:29:18.450 

Village of Parish: laid out and see what happens at the higher levels, 

and then we can decide with knowledge and with input as to what direction 

we want to go so. 

 

694 

01:29:19.050 --> 01:29:33.000 

Village of Parish: I guess, we need to probably have a motion to accept 

this local loss emotionally accepted all right and we'll put will set up 

a public hearing for next month's meeting on what is it took her 20th. 

 

695 

01:29:36.630 --> 01:29:45.540 

Village of Parish: paper will get a notification in the paper and ever 

public hearing them proceed with the local law. 

 

696 

01:29:46.740 --> 01:29:52.260 

Village of Parish: see where that takes us but 655 because I read that 

ended on. 

 

697 

01:29:53.520 --> 01:29:59.130 

Village of Parish: This Italian paper magazine, and we get Okay, unless I 

read it wrong. 

 

698 

01:30:00.780 --> 01:30:01.860 

Village of Parish: we're going to have to. 

 

699 

01:30:03.390 --> 01:30:07.020 

Village of Parish: provide a place for these people to smoke marijuana. 

 

700 

01:30:08.160 --> 01:30:20.670 

Village of Parish: In other words, whether we use the park down here, or 

whether we have a special area and I says no way do we do, we have no 

smoking violations of the park show already know. 

 

701 

01:30:22.230 --> 01:30:31.260 

Village of Parish: I thought we had signs that said no, in the park I 

don't know I know it's trenches to sit there, but as far as cigarette 

butts you know the ground, I have not seen it. 

 



702 

01:30:32.040 --> 01:30:39.810 

Village of Parish: But language to us, I don't think we have any other, I 

think there is always yes, yes, I think there is one if you're going down 

church street. 

 

703 

01:30:40.290 --> 01:30:56.760 

Village of Parish: it's a brown issue yeah sign something effect, though 

no smoking, or something like that, as a village or town handle parkside 

or I can go park if you don't learn Kenny, what about male pack, are they 

allowed to smoke out there as well, that's. 

 

704 

01:30:58.650 --> 01:31:06.510 

Village of Parish: Right, I know it's a challenge, but I just wonder if 

there's signs out there saying either which way well actually it's a 

public area. 

 

705 

01:31:07.830 --> 01:31:09.570 

Village of Parish: Most places you can't smoke. 

 

706 

01:31:12.570 --> 01:31:18.180 

Village of Parish: Okay right, but what i'm talking about in itself well 

I can open them. 

 

707 

01:31:19.470 --> 01:31:28.140 

Village of Parish: So maybe a sign might help during i'm just asking yes 

public areas, but they may not think that there's a public area. 

 

708 

01:31:29.010 --> 01:31:43.290 

Village of Parish: I don't know but anyway, the law says that when I read 

that book it looks like to me if we if we have one in here, we got to 

provide for provide for and I just assume that do that right. 

 

709 

01:31:44.370 --> 01:31:51.750 

Village of Parish: yeah I know it was a small ones, so I don't think it 

speaks well for Community if it if it was a direction we went. 

 

710 

01:31:54.000 --> 01:32:02.490 

Village of Parish: Okay we'll see what happens down the road, but right 

now we'll go with our public hearing and see what happens and hopefully 

that upper levels will get their. 

 

711 

01:32:04.890 --> 01:32:10.410 

Village of Parish: act together sorted out maintenance, we have a request 

for a new vacuum cleaner. 



 

712 

01:32:11.550 --> 01:32:12.630 

Village of Parish: The present one is. 

 

713 

01:32:13.650 --> 01:32:19.350 

Village of Parish: given up the ghost, so we need to look at getting a 

new vacuum cleaner. 

 

714 

01:32:21.630 --> 01:32:22.200 

Village of Parish: Probably. 

 

715 

01:32:24.150 --> 01:32:37.770 

Village of Parish: fall, cleaning and then building cleaning is trying to 

get some air through here and sorted out before we start closing up for 

the winner, because the building will be closed up pretty much for 

heating and so on, so. 

 

716 

01:32:38.880 --> 01:32:43.170 

Village of Parish: We need a visa mean emotion on that or just go with 

that. 

 

717 

01:32:45.120 --> 01:32:47.670 

Village of Parish: term parking it is part of the box. 

 

718 

01:32:50.130 --> 01:32:58.590 

Village of Parish: around it, that completely over on the phone data it 

is emotional you buy him a vacuum cleaner for. 

 

719 

01:33:00.300 --> 01:33:00.810 

Village of Parish: Three tunes. 

 

720 

01:33:05.340 --> 01:33:14.340 

Village of Parish: Alright, so a second that will take a look will have 

Kevin examine the old one for somebody examine the old, are you you're in 

the closet. 

 

721 

01:33:17.220 --> 01:33:27.390 

Village of Parish: Once you look at that and find that it is a second 

hand so it's probably got a lot of mileage to it, so, but we can maybe 

it's a good backup if we had a good one, too, so. 

 

722 

01:33:29.010 --> 01:33:31.620 

Village of Parish: Bruce Lewis was here, he did have a brand new. 



 

723 

01:33:33.060 --> 01:33:34.680 

Village of Parish: What kinda like yeah. 

 

724 

01:33:35.820 --> 01:33:36.330 

Village of Parish: Okay. 

 

725 

01:33:37.980 --> 01:33:38.670 

Village of Parish: 10 years. 

 

726 

01:33:41.250 --> 01:33:43.500 

Village of Parish: Maybe everything will be fine. 

 

727 

01:33:48.240 --> 01:33:48.690 

Village of Parish: alright. 

 

728 

01:33:49.710 --> 01:33:50.760 

Village of Parish: So without that. 

 

729 

01:33:51.840 --> 01:33:55.620 

Village of Parish: Other appointment was given that. 

 

730 

01:33:56.880 --> 01:33:58.980 

Village of Parish: I have appointments for. 

 

731 

01:34:01.980 --> 01:34:13.440 

Village of Parish: expire 1231 21 planning board member Kevin Dwyer for 

the village zoning board Walter borland for the village and those. 

 

732 

01:34:14.850 --> 01:34:26.250 

Village of Parish: appointments are automatically reappointed unless 

individual wishes net to secret appointment and, as far as I understand, 

both of those are willing to take the three appointments and if we're 

willing to. 

 

733 

01:34:27.810 --> 01:34:28.020 

Village of Parish: work. 

 

734 

01:34:29.850 --> 01:34:36.540 

Village of Parish: Oh, you don't want that, then so we won't reappoint 

you yet right okay you're running through. 

 



735 

01:34:37.590 --> 01:34:38.970 

Village of Parish: Oh they're two separate. 

 

736 

01:34:40.770 --> 01:34:53.610 

Village of Parish: Separate complaining they're not two different 

positions so you don't get why i'm waiting for the election regarding 

supervisor before I decide on whether you want planning okay. 

 

737 

01:34:54.600 --> 01:35:07.050 

Village of Parish: All right, how about the zoning board member 

waterborne make that reappointment is your emotion yeah right for 

whichever yep and Kevin will be holding off. 

 

738 

01:35:10.110 --> 01:35:12.930 

Village of Parish: You can't give it up Kevin unless you got to replace 

my you know that right. 

 

739 

01:35:15.330 --> 01:35:17.460 

Village of Parish: yeah she did the officer for. 

 

740 

01:35:18.750 --> 01:35:19.530 

Village of Parish: We can't final. 

 

741 

01:35:21.990 --> 01:35:22.260 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

742 

01:35:28.140 --> 01:35:28.710 

Village of Parish: Okay. 

 

743 

01:35:32.580 --> 01:35:45.360 

Village of Parish: All right, Kevin when we you know November 1 Tuesday 

November, one of your questions and you'll know by then whether or not 

you're gonna okay Kevin will push you off till November, a lot of 

pressure yeah. 

 

744 

01:35:50.100 --> 01:35:54.000 

Village of Parish: Does that impact your position on the board in what 

way. 

 

745 

01:35:55.950 --> 01:35:59.550 

Village of Parish: So, why would you not want to be on the board to get 

paid. 

 



746 

01:36:02.280 --> 01:36:04.410 

Village of Parish: that's not an issue, you will get paid. 

 

747 

01:36:05.670 --> 01:36:06.870 

Village of Parish: You have to get paid. 

 

748 

01:36:09.870 --> 01:36:13.110 

Village of Parish: No that's that's crazy so. 

 

749 

01:36:14.520 --> 01:36:14.850 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

750 

01:36:16.140 --> 01:36:27.240 

Village of Parish: All right, we'll put you off in November days to 

remember anything else for all new business that we need to address 

request to this is kind of just painted you're my you're my desk. 

 

751 

01:36:28.350 --> 01:36:34.380 

Village of Parish: sinus thunder there is village, yes, we took over this 

library is i'm going to ask them to. 

 

752 

01:36:35.430 --> 01:36:38.070 

Village of Parish: decide on Monday room over there. 

 

753 

01:36:41.040 --> 01:36:41.610 

Village of Parish: Okay. 

 

754 

01:36:42.690 --> 01:36:52.890 

Village of Parish: They need to complete your files off, to put it in a 

box take it to them and hear their stuff downstairs and there is stuff 

downstairs. 

 

755 

01:36:54.420 --> 01:37:05.850 

Village of Parish: That what the library did to the historian society 

historical society is here, it is come get it and get it out, no, because 

the big blizzard upstairs you know will be telling us to do that all. 

 

756 

01:37:06.300 --> 01:37:15.780 

Village of Parish: right and it happened OK OK circles at the library 

library of the store to get it out of here when when limit. 

 

757 

01:37:17.100 --> 01:37:27.330 



Village of Parish: yeah so they are in our library right and they brought 

it and now it's time to take the light the light break from there yeah 

sorry about the circle yeah. 

 

758 

01:37:28.440 --> 01:37:31.380 

Village of Parish: What about it it's still there yeah okay. 

 

759 

01:37:33.060 --> 01:37:33.390 

Village of Parish: Right. 

 

760 

01:37:36.600 --> 01:37:44.640 

Village of Parish: Okay, but library got rid of historical so they've 

made room for their stuff to go over to them correct okay. 

 

761 

01:37:45.810 --> 01:37:56.310 

Village of Parish: So that would free up your desk plus I, you have a 

house shelving unit there to put your village stuff on there and give 

yourself room with juniper to work at your desk. 

 

762 

01:37:56.850 --> 01:38:16.710 

Village of Parish: give you elbow room at your desk so that you can work 

at your desk I realized, you have a lot of irons in the fire, but if 

those go where they belong, it should free you up and give you more elbow 

room to work all right, and your efforts are appreciated, I mean it's not 

overlooked. 

 

763 

01:38:18.240 --> 01:38:27.420 

Village of Parish: We appreciate your time you put in on it alright 

October 1 20 20th is our next monthly meeting and then December 9 is the 

town joint board meeting. 

 

764 

01:38:29.040 --> 01:38:51.540 

Village of Parish: hi general funds will space Roger 69 to 71 $6,119 and 

76 cents i'm making motion with a then second so we're fine Boucher 45 to 

52 and the amount of $18,769 and 82 sons make emotion, we paid it okay 

one second. 

 

765 

01:38:52.800 --> 01:39:00.930 

Village of Parish: Okay, nothing on this or that and the tna phone is 

vouchers 2430 in the mono $1,919 and 56 cents. 

 

766 

01:39:04.650 --> 01:39:08.790 

Village of Parish: What would your first 159. 

 

767 



01:39:10.740 --> 01:39:22.650 

Village of Parish: And then, for how much 6119 and I love to use against 

okay 1000 1919 36 on yep. 

 

768 

01:39:24.750 --> 01:39:29.250 

Village of Parish: All right, any questions for the evening, if not. 

 

769 

01:39:30.600 --> 01:39:32.730 

Village of Parish: i'll make sure we join. 

 

770 

01:39:33.780 --> 01:39:38.790 

Village of Parish: Thank you, thank you for those of you are attending 

and Paul, for your services. 

 

771 

01:39:42.600 --> 01:39:45.060 

Village of Parish: And we will see you next month, if not before. 

 

772 

01:39:56.040 --> 01:39:59.670 

Village of Parish: bye bye thanks to Steve. 

 


